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Multicultural Education is a controversial concept. Educators have different 

understandings of Multicultural Education according to ideologies, practices and social 

groups involved. Different groups have started to point out educationai inequality on 

grounds of gender, ethnicity, religion, class, and so on. With regard to those issues, this 

study could help educators clarify and reflect upon current understandings of Multicultural 

Education and ideas of appropnate practices. It is important to point out that educational 

polices and practices have often fostered several interpretations and misconceptions. Given 

the confusion and range of possible meanings surrounding the concept. the purpose of this 

study was to interpret education students' perceptions about Multicultural Education. 

The philosophical construction of this research ied me to classify this project 

broadly as an "interpretive study." Participants of this study were a group of Bachelor of 

Education and Graduate Education students of Mount Saint Vincent University. To gain 

breadth and depth in understanding this phenornenon. interactive focus group and follow-up 

interviews were implemented. The pilot study focus group was comprised of four 

participants and the data obtained was included in the analysis. Bachelor of Education 

students met in two focus groups of three and two participants. Each group met twice. 

Graduate Education students comprised one focus group of five participants and they also 

met twice. 

Important questions of this study were how broadly or inclusively were these 

meanings defined and which Multicultural Education practices were perceived as 

representative and appropnate practice by students. In addition, an attempt was made to 

i i i  



explore if there were comrnonalities or differences in Bachelor of education and graduate 

education scudents' perceptions of Multicuitural Education. 

Data analysis iacluded: 1-  generating a conceptual framework for analysis. 2- 

exploring different perspectives of Multicultural Education. 3-searching for issues and 

concerns related to the topic, 4- reflecting on foreshadowed research questions. The 

anaiysis included researcher insights as well as verbatirn quotes from participants. 

Wi th regard to participants' perceptions of Mul ticultural Education. f ive 

perspectives were identified: Traditional Perspective, Global Perspective. Social Action 

Perspective. Inclusive Perspective and New Perspective. Reexamination of the Analysis 

revealed important issues related to Multicultural Education, such as Global Education. 

Anti-racist Education and know ledge constnic tion. 

This study was a transfomative process for the people invcived. Panicipants agreed 

that group discussion allowed them ta refiect on issues they had not thought about b e f o ~  

and to view farniliar issues with greater depth and insight. They were enriched through the 

process of sharing and confronting ideas with others. Together they created new 

knowledge about the concept and its implications for practice. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Multicultural Education is an ambiguous concept which may influence educators' 

undentanding of increasing divenity in society and in classrooms. Because this concept 

does not have a clear definition, the term is used with different connotations and with the 

most diverse applications. 

Multicul tural Education impl ies three concepts. mulii ple. culture and education. 

,Cfulriple refers to phenornena with more than one aspect or dimension. The word culrure 

may be defined in many ways and may refer to religion. class. ethnic background. gender. 

lifestyle differences. physical abilities and disabilities. arnong &ers. In general. every group 

that differs from the "mainstream" of society can be considered as a type of culture. Ivey 

( 1994) points out that "...Al1 of us  at times are thus pan of many cultures that require a 

unique awareness of the group experience ..." ( p. 12). It is increasingly considered that 

diversity is a central issue in every society. 

From a sociocultural point of view, education does not stand for any specific set of 

activities: rather, it signifies a deliberate attempt on the part of a group or society to transmit 

something worthwhile to its memben (Moms & Pai. 1976). The question is whether 

groups enjoy equal autonomy and authority to determine the nature of their own and othen' 

leaming processes. and to determine which talents and performances to reward. 

Educators define Multicultural Education differentl y according to goal S. practices 

and social groups involved. 

Some educators address only race and ethnicity ( Bennett. 1986; Gay, lm). 
some address race, ethnicity and gender (Baptiste & Baptiste, 1979). some focus 
on race, ethnicity, and language (Hernandez, 1989). and sorne address multiple 



f o m s  of oppression, including. race. ethnicity. language. gender, social cIass. and 
disability ( Banks & Banks. 1989: Gollnicd & Chinn. 1986; Grant. 19'77: 
Sleeter & Grant, 1988). 

(Sleeter. 1991. p. 10 ) 

Establishing which groups are included in the definition presents one of the main issues 

related to Multicultural Education. 

It is important to point out that the reality of a pluralistic society has not yet gained 

an appropriate piace in school cumculum and it is  still possible that new teachers can 

graduate with lirnited exposure to multiculturalism and its educational implications. In spite 

of educational policies. many teachers do  not have a clear grasp of the possibilities impiied 

by multiculturalisrn ( Samuda. 1491 ). Educational polices and practices have often fostered 

several interpretations. misunderstandings and misconceptions. 

Among the different conceptions of Multicultural Education. Grant and Sleeter 

(1976). described five distinct approaches classified according to goals and objectives: 

These range frorn teaching the culturaliy different to eclucation thüt is mulriculrrtral anLi 

social reconsfrucrionist. Samuda ( 199 1 ) differentiated four approaches to MuIticultural 

Education in Canada which included educarion about cultural diflerences. eciucarion for 

culrural pluralisrn. education of the c u i t u r a ~  ciiflerem and bicuif~ral educaticm. 

Since Multicultural Education implies a philosophical perspective about the 

relationship between minority cultures and the educational system. different learning 

theories and curriculum perspectives offer varied understandings and definitions of 

Multicultural Education. From the perspective of humanistic education, multiculturalism is 

the establishment of harrnonious relations among students in the classroom. Critical 

education theorists believe that Multicultural Education should address the relationship 

between diversity and equality and present to teachers and learners a means to disrupt the 



power relations in classrooms. (Dean. Saleiid & Taylor. 1993). Freire ( 1985) stated that the 

learning process is "...a cultural action for freedom. is an act of knowing in which the 

learner assumes the role of knowing subject in dialogue with the educator ..." ( p. 49 1. In 

this context. it is possible to define Multicultural Education as ellzanciparory reuching. 

Banks ( 19%) suggests that multicul tural education remains "...an inconclusive 

concept used to describe a wide variety of school practices, programs and matenals 

designed to help children from diverse gmups to experience educational equdity ..." (cited in 

May. 19%. p. 365). The term "educational equality" defies easy definition. The probIem 

seems to be that no one knows exactfy what multicultud education really means. 

The populari ty of Mu1 ticultural Education has sparked cri ticism from both 

conservatives and radicals. For the fomer .  multiculturalism is a politicai issue that separates 

education from its current foundations. Specifically, conservatives wony that positions of 

extreme relativism will be supported, leading to a fragmented view of society. For the latter. 

the concept is not political enough. Tbeir claim is that Multicultural Education ought to be 

an important tool in the process of changing the structure of society (May 1993 ). 

The goals of Mu1 ticulturai Education might be u n d e r s t d  according to theories and 

programs where they are implemented. Ramsey ( 1487) defined the goals of Multicultural 

Education as follows: 

-To help children develop a positive identity and to recognize and accept their membership 

in many difterent groups 

-To enable children to see themselves as part of the larger society 

-Ta foster respect and appreciation for the diverse ways in which other people live 

-To encourage in young children's earliest social relationships an openness and interest in 



others 

-To prornote the development of a realistic awareness of contemporary society 

-To empower children to become autonomous and cnticai analysts and activists in their 

socid environment 

-To support the development of educational and social skills in ways that are most 

appropriate to individuai styles. cultural orientations. etc. 

-To promote effective and reci procal relationshi ps between schools and fami lies. 

(Ramsey p. 3-5) 

A broad range of programs and practices are actually implemented under the term 

Multiculturd Education. For example, Lyons and Fame\( 1994) suggested that appropriate 

practice in Multicultural Education require changes in three specific areas: teacher irah-ng, 

curriculum content and clmsroom projects. Teachers acquire personal, professional and 

community-oriented skills to enable hem to teach a multicultural and anti-racist cumculum. 

The curriculum content and class materials must reflect et hnic and cultural diversi ty . 
eliminate bias and emphasize the common elernents shared among groups. Classroom 

prajeczs are an important resource to multicultural programs. However, the researchers 

pointed out that the effectiveness of each project must be evaiuated according to the total 

school context. Some schwl programs adopt a more restrictive approach than others. For 

example, Edwards (1992) stated that some of the multicultural programs at schools are a 

sort of ethnic show-and-tell in which culture manifestations are like "...parades of exotic 

fashion ..." (p. 30) 

In summary, multicultural education presents a broad range of meanings and a 



number of questions and  uncertainties. From my own reflection. some issues are important 

in the process of understanding the concept: 1s Multicultural Education a theory? a 

philosophy? a set of practices? o r  a theoretical or philosophical position that implies 

certain practices? 1s Multicultural Education a strategy to assimilate minorities into the 

dominant culture? Taking into account the degree of  acculturation behveen different groups, 

is Multicul tural Education the on1 y possibility for adjustment between the rninority culture 

and the dominant one? Does multicultural education imply a structural pluralism within 

schools implying the need to change cumculum content. teaching methods. etc.? How have 

approaches varied throughout the years and with what consequences? What are the 

perceptions and perspectives that education students have about Multicultural Education? 

Purpose of the Studv 

Given the confusion and range of interpretations surrounding the concept. the 

purpose of this study was to  interpret the meanings of Multicultural Education held by 

small groups of Bachelor of  Education and Graduate Education students who attend Mount 

Saint Vincent University. Important questions of this study were how broadly or  

inclusive[ y were these meanings defined and which Multicul tural Education practices were 

perceived as representative and appropriate by students. In addition, an attempt was made to 

explore if there were commonalities or differences in Bachelor of Education and Graduate 

Education students' perceptions of  Multicultural Education and their notions of  

representative and appropriate practice. T o  gain breadtb and depth in understanding this 



phenomenon. interactive focus groups were implemented. with individual conversational 

interviews a s  a follow-up. 

Signitlcance - of the Study 

A number of articles have k e n  written about what MulticuItural Education means to  

theorists and policy maken .  My interest was t o  undentand what  undergraduate and 

Graduate Education students think and  feel about Multicultural Education and to discover 

the meaning that the term has for them. 

This area of research is growing in importance because the population of North 

Arnerican schools is becoming more diverse. Consequently. there a r e  more demands for  

equity of opportunities and cultural sensitivity. Different groups have started to  point out 

educational inequality on grounds of  gender, ethnicity. religion, class. and so on. With 

regard to those issues. this study could he lp  to  clarify what is  the current understanding 

about cultural differences and equal opportunities . 

Since the economy is becoming more global. exchange and interchange arnong 

different cultures and groups are becoming an every day occurrence. To be prepared for the 

future. multicultural models in education are necessary. 

Cole  and Knowles (1993) stated "...that teaching is a complex and personal 

phenomenon continually influenced and made  meaningfui by factors and conditions both 

inside and outside classroorns and schooi ..." (p. 474). In this context, what teachers 

practice is an  expression of a persona1 a n d  professional way of knowing. Experiences. 

perceptions. attitudes. beliefs and goals direct and influence the manner in which teachen 

live. work and interact within the society. Teachers' backgrounds shape and set limits in 



their practice. One of the questions of this research was based on the assumption that 

appropriate practice depends on the perceptions that educators have about Multicultural 

Education. Discussion of the philosophical and practical implications of multiculturalism in 

schools opens a broad field for research and reflection. 

Sometimes thete is a gap between how literature and academics define and develop 

theories and how those theories are received and applied by teachers. No efforts in 

adopting Multicultural Education in schools will be successfui unless teachers become 

aware of their own understandings. Participating in this inquiry might have encouraged 

both expenenced teachers and preservice teachers to refiect on  their understanding of 

muiticulturdism. Only t hrough a more in- depth understanding of the meanings underl ying 

the concept rnight we unrave1 facts and fictions. 

This  study was  focused on  graduate and undergraduate education students. 

Bachelor of Education students might have acquired some background of Multicultural 

Eaucation during their undergraduate studies. but they had limited practice or experience in 

the fieId. Their thoughts and perceptions about the issue showed the preparation and 

expectations they had prior to experience. It was important to know if they had specific 

questions or uncertainties about Multicultural Education. 

Most of the Graduate Education students. on the contrary. were experienced 

teachers. They already had the opporninity to deal with issues related to multiculturalism in 

their classrooms and schools. One of the questions of this study was to analyse if there 

were any differences in what the concept means for each epup. 

From another perspective, 1 believe that the role schools and educators play within 

the society establishes a significant influence on its members. Schools are the place where 

children interact. learn. share. and play with others beyond immediate family protection. 



They experience new kinds of relationships; they panicipate in activities where differences 

in thinking. feeling and custorns are expressed spontaneously. In those cases. teachers' 

opinions and beliefs make a strong impact on children's understanding and behavior. 

Considering that the specific role of education within society is to transmit the values and 

knowledge necessary for community life, it is important to know the underlying meaning 

that Multiculturalism has. in this case for a selected group of educators involved in the 

education system. 

Foreshadowed Research Questions 

The foilowing general foreshadowed research questions provided direction for this 

inquiry: 

- What are Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students' perceptions of 

Mu1 ticultural Education? 

- How broadly or inclusively do Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students 

define Multicultural Education? 

- What do Bachetor of Education and Graduate Education students perceive as 

representative practice in Multicultural Education? What do they perceive as appropriate 

practice in Multicultud Education? 

- Are there commonalities and differences between Bachelor of Education and Graduate 

Education students' perceptions of Multicultural Education and its practice? 

- To what extent will students' perceptions and meanings of Multicuitural Education and 

their notions of representative and appropriate practice be revealed through an interactive 

focus group discussion ? 



REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

To understand the concept of Multicultural Education. 1 defined some possible 

interpretations of the term culmre and its implications. Because definitions of educaïinn 

open a broad field of research. 1 considered education in relation to rnulticulturalism. The 

rationale for this decision was to focus the literature review on the principal questions of this 

research. An historical and socioIogical overview of the relationship between ideologies and 

schooling was provided. Also, a description of meanings of Multicultural Education and its 

practices was ernphasized. 

Culture 

Communities are made up of individuals who contribute with their own unique 

characteristics to the collective sense of place. Communities have dynamic relationships 

arnong different groups. and individuals are constantly interacting and respondinp to one 

another: the-pfore the characteristics of those individuals are being modified through those 

interactions. Culture is the framework where these interactions are shaped. (Hanson. 1992). 

According to E. Taylor, "culture is a complex whole which includes knowledge. 

beliefs. art, morals, law. custom and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a 

member of a society." (cited by Moms & Pai. 1976. p 409). Culture is more than a set of 

acts or beliefs: it gives special meanings to these acts, objects and events . 



Mallea ( 1987) explained that culture is a central concept which amuses considerable 

disagreement over its interpretation. He differentiated in the literature, two important views 

about the meaning of culture: the culturalisrs perspective and the srnrcturalist perspective. 

"...(T)he culturalist perspective is opposed to al1 forms of reductionism. It assumes that 

culture is a set of ideas and practices in which specific ways of life are integrated ..." (Mallea, 

lm. p.45). Mallea noted that the swcturalist perspective considers extremely important 

how economic and political structures shape. preserve and reproduce specific cultures. The 

concept of class and class codict  are central to this vision. He pointed out that "...the value 

of Giroux's treatment of these ~ w o  perspectives is that he does not view thern as mutually 

exclusive. Both cm and do contribute to Our understanding of the concept and processes of 

culture ..." Mallea, 1987,46) 

Cultural Diversitv in North America 

This discussion will be focused rnainiy on ethnic groups. Although the term 

multiculturalism may be understood broadly depending on its definition, originally it was 

considered a policy or approach defining the relationship between ethnic minonty groups 

and the targer society. 

MacCleave ( 1980) pointed out that three possible ideologies couid prevail in the 

relationship between minonty cultures and dominant culture: assimilationist, cultural 

pluraIist, and pluralist-assimilationist. Those ideologies shape the structure of education 

within the society. 

The first ideology, the assimiiuiionist perspective, is based on the assumption that 



pluralism exaggerates cul t m l  differences. Advocates of thi s position believe that ethnicity 

promotes divisions and conflicts within the society. For this reason. individual rights are 

emphasized over membership in  any subcuitural group. According to this perspective. the 

goals of schooling are to maintain the dominant culture. therefore, compensatory education 

is given to minority groups to  help them to adjmt to the larger society. 

The second ideology. the culturu1 phrulisf perspective. postulates that ethnicity and 

ethnic identities have prime importance in society. This position emphasizes the primacy of 

groups' rights. The duty of the schools in this case is to ernpower minority groups or to 

help them strengthen their position in society. 

The last ideology, the pluralis~ic-ussimiictrionist perspective, is a balance between 

the two other philosophies. It recognizes the importance of different ethnic cultures within 

the framework of  shared common values. Croup and individual's rights are both limited or  

kept in balance. Pluralist-assimilationist believe that schools ought to reflect the culture of 

diverse ethnic ,mups and the common culture simultaneously. 

Canada historically has depended on immigration for  its economic and industrial 

devetopment. Canada, and also USA have a v e n  preferential treatment t o  immigrants from 

the British Ides,  and before 1960 both countries had restrictions for  immigrants who were 

not Europeans. But. unlike the USA, Canada's population is unique. T w o  different groups 

originaIly settled the country, each with its own language, religion. traditions and cultural 

characteristics (Sarnuda, 199 1 ). 

In contrast t o  the American melting pot, Burnet (1984)  descnbed Canada a s  

supporting the idea that ethnic minorities could retain their culture and yet be Canadian. 

Burke ( 1 pointed out that CaIU2diunisation provides "... a ground for  the way in which 



cultural diversity is included in the definition of Canadian identi ty..." (p. 5). From another 

perspective. it is important to reflect on what it means to be a Canadian. Taking into account. 

that in the past Canadianisation has always implied Anglai:ufion. Nieto ( 19!32) stated that 

"... our present and future diversity demands an expanded and inclusive definition ... "(p- 27 1 ) 

On October 8. 1471. Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau announced that "... although (in 

Canada) there are two officiai languages, there is n o  official culture; nor does any ethnic 

group take precedence over any other. A policy of multiculturalisrn within a bilinpual 

frarnework commends itself to the govemment as the suitable means of assunnp the cultural 

freedom of Canadians ..." ( House of Commons. 197 1 cited in Samuda, 1991. p 9- 10 1. 

What this statement forrnaily implies is that every single group has the right to preserve and 

develop its own culture. 

Wilson ( 1984) claimed that, if the concept of a multicultural Canada is accepted, 

public schools should reflect this cultural pluralism. Although multiculturalism has been an 

official federal government policy, not al1 Canadian schools promote multiculturafism in 

their cumcula. Wilson pointed out two possible reasons for this situation. First. the 

dominant society did not tmly "...accept muiticulturalism as a political, economic and social 

definition of Canada ..."(p. 65). Second. public education is a prerogative of provincial 

govemments; then. the implementation of multicultural policies varies from province to 

province. 

Wilson ( 1984) recognized that school curriculum reflects a society's beliefs about 

what it means to be a good citizen and gwd worker. In this sense, it is based on an 

ideology. He pointed out that "...implementing multicultural cumcula in the school is a 

political problem that is tied to the  vitality of multiculturalism as a political concept in 



Canada -2 (p. 65). 

Historical Overview of Muiticultural I d e o l o ~ e s  in Education 

Over the years. different ideologies influenced education and schooling. As a result. 

various approaches to  Multicultural Education were implemented. Multiculturalism has 

always received more attention during those times when immigration increased. Many 

societies have populations which are e t h n i d l y  diverse. For many years. North America has 

received a great number of immigrants from different countries. Immigration brought to  

society different backgrounds and languages. unique experiences. and varied styles of Iife 

and learning. A s  a result, the number of  immigrant students in North Amencan public 

schools i ncreased every year. Schools and teachers were challenged in their task to educate 

a society with extensive ethnic and cultural diversity. (Moms & Pai. 1976). 

For decades now, in many western countries, the schooling of ethnic minority 

groups has been considered a cause of concem. Through the years. different strategies have 

been implemented to address this issue. The ussimiiazionist approach, emphasized the 

incorporation of minority children into the dominant culture. Obviously. in this process. 

minorities had to  submerge their culture and embrace values and beliefs of the rnajonty 

culture. In the 60s. the education rnodel shifted to a n  inregrarionisr approach. Although i t 

was Iess "crude" than the previous model. the assumption still remained that minority 

cultures were deficient or  inFerior compared t o  the dominant one. Both. assimilation and 

integration, despite g d  intentions, could not change the minonty culture status within the 

educational system. The third model, based o n  the recognition of the constitutive cultural 

pluralism of the society, was the multiculiural approach to Education. Advocates of 



Multicultural Education foster cultural pluralism at the school level. In contrast to the other 

two approaches. MulticuItural Education recognizes students' individual cultural differences 

and constitutes the school environment according to the educationa1 advantage of minonties 

(May, 1993 ). 

Sleeter ( 1991) stated that the term Multicultutal Education is usually associated with 

race and ethnicity but many educators actually address almost ail forms of diversity. 

Whether it is necessary t o  address issues of every minority group, such as gender. social 

class. ethnic group. separately or together. through a broad conceptualization of the 

phenornena remains controversial ".,. at issue is the extent ro which attending to multiple 

forms of oppression maximizes power or fragments it  ..." (p. 17). She arpued that every 

person is a rnernber of various groups at the sarne time, one racial group. gender group. 

social-class group. religion p o u p  and so on. Therefore to address only one form of 

diversity would separate people's interests and loyalties. On the other hand, some educators 

believed that Multiculturai Education's concem with racism will be weakened if it has to deal 

with d l  forms of discrimination simultaneously (Sleeter 1991 ). 

Meanin~s  of Mul ticultural Education 

Multiculturai education has been defked in numerous ways. The National Council for 

Accredi tation of Tacher Education ( 1976) recognized that the concept integrates poli tical, 

social, and econornic realities that individuals experience in culturally diverse environrnents 

and the importance of the culture, race, gender, ethnicity, religion. socioeconomic status, and 

exceptionalities in the educatiooal process (Hernhndez, 1989). Although it is relativeiy 



simple to gain some knowledge ot other cultures. i t  is considerably more difficult to 

comprehend and appreciate the human capacity for creating cultures and the profound 

differences in experience that come as  a result. In pluralistic societies. individuals must 

leam to comrnunicate and interact with groups of different cultural backgrounds. 

Hernhdez  ( 1989) viewed multicultura1 education as a process which enables people to 

develop better understanding and sensitivity to cultures different from their own. 

Multicultural education has attracted criticism. J. Porter observed that this kind of 

teaching emphasizes group interests, while ignoring the advancement of  individuals. 

According to J. Boyd it is an idealistic dream to believe that two or more different cuItural 

identities might come together in harrnony and establish a more viable, or superior mixture 

(ci ted by Edward, 1992). 

Moore ( 1979) criticized multicultural policies in Canada, arguing against politicaily 

opportunistic options that attempted sorne national reconciliation between the two official 

groups and the others (ethnic minorities), with the intention of capturing ethnic voters. 

Breton ( 1%) argued that attempting to maintain distinct ethnic cultures is a futile exercise 

and an unrealistic expectation to establish in cities ( cited by Edward. lm). 

From another point of view, Cummins ( 1984) observed that schools can play an 

important role within a multicultural society. However, he believed that the changes can be 

maintained onl y if they are held within an appropriate sociopolitical context The success of 

multicuItural education implies changes in attitude and behavior not only from ieachers and 

educators, but also from every person and institution within society. 

Roblerns arise from definition, interpretation. and policy implementation. The term 

means widely different things to  different interest groups. There has k e n  a tendency to 



regard multiculturaIism as a policy for immigrants and ethnics. and not for al1 Canadians. 

For that reason, some minority parents reject multiculturalism asking for equal education. 

For them. multiculturalism is a way of discrimination. A comment of a black parent and 

educator , cited in Tomlinson ( 1 W )  is relevant here, "Black parents don? want black studies 

or multicultural education for their children. that is for white children ; Mack pupils need to 

be good at science. history . geography. at  what society thinks of a s  things of worth." 

(Edwards. 1992. p 29). These parents believe that multiculturai education takes time away 

from academic learning. 

Sorne indian groups don't want their culture be taught in schools by culturally 

different teachers because it  is their own right to transmit values and beliefs to their 

community. While some studies claim that al1 cultures and beliefs have validity. this 

position is sornetimes difficult to sustain in practice. Gellner's example may be a little 

extreme but shows his opinion. "...the Zande belief in witchcraft is as valid as our rejection 

of it ..."( cited by Edwards lm. p 29). 

Clabaugh ( 1993) stated that Multicultural Education is a "sloganistic and essentially 

rnindIess definition" that leads inevitably to the acceptance of nearly everything. For that 

reason, national identities wouid be at "risk" if muIticulturalism is implemented uncritically. 

Over the past decades, some educators have questioned whether there is a true Canadian 

iden ti ty. 

Bank ( 1993) argued that there are misconceptions associated with Mu1 ticul tural 

Education. The first misconception is that Multicultural Education is for "othen." only for 

victimized groups. A second misconception refers to the belief that Multicultural Education 

philosophy is  opposed to the western traditions. Bank explained that originally 



Multiculturalism was a western movement grounded in ideals of freedom. justice and 

equality. Finally. some erroneously believe that Multicultural Education will divide the 

Nation. This statement implies that the nation is united. On the contrary. the author argued 

that Multicultural Education was designed to unify a deeply divided nation rather than to 

divide a strongly unified one. 

Johnstone ( 1980) stated that ".-.Muiticulturalism is everyday Iife in Canada.the 

better we can understand and use this important aspect of our Iives. the more effectively we 

will al1 be able to live ..." f p. 39). He differentiated five approaches to Multicultural 

Education : 1-Education for culturally different students: they are often mistakenly v i e ~ e d  

as culturally deficient. This is in essence a compensatory program. 2- Education for 

cultural understanding: its target is al1 students and its goals are to  educate learners about 

cultural similarities and differences. 3- Education for cultural pluralism: its goals are to 

expand "unity and diversity" within Canadian society. This approach seeks to increase 

equal i ty of educational benefits and social rewards among al1 cultural groups. Cultural 

pluralism is seen as peaceful coexistence between groups. 4- Education for bicultural or 

bilingual competence: its objectives are to produce learners who can operate successfutly in 

two different cultures. 5- Education for multicultural competence: i t  is an extension of 

preceding p r o b m .  This approach emphasizes the individual and assumes that competence 

in a new culture does not require rejection of the old one. Every person can be socialized in 

as many cultures as desired. 

Sleeter and Grant ( 19%) examined the research l iterature to discover different 

meanings implied by "Multicul tural Education." They selected articles w hich addressed the 

topic and classified them under five models. 1 - Teaching the culturaH y different: Some 



books and articles conceptualized the tenn as a strategy directed to help black students. The 

purpose was to help rninority students develop cornpetence within the dominant culture. and 

maintain a positive groop identity. 2- Hurnan relations: This approach was based on how 

to help rninority sstudents get along better. communicate with eacb other and feel good about 

themselves. 3- Single group studies: These ethnic studies were related to culture of specific 

groups and focused on program development which concrete goals rather than theory. 4- 

Multicultural Education: This mode1 emphasized education as a multicultural approach. Its 

goals were established : human rights and respect for  cultural divenity. life choices for al1 

people. social justice and equai opportunity. equity distribution of power among members of 

al1 ethnic groups. 5- Education that is Multicul tural and social reconstructionist: This 

approach tended to  prepare young people to take social actions against inequality o r  

injustices. 

Sleeter ( 1991 ) said that "...empowerment and Multicultural Education are 

interwoven. and together suggest powerful and far-reaching school refo m.." (p. 2). The  

problem is that both ternis mean different things for different people. Sleeter explained that 

education is an effective vehicle for =ial change and emancipation, therefore. Multicultural 

Education would be its empowement  strategy. The concept of education shapes the 

meaning that Multicultural Education has for different educators and researchers. 

Leicester ( 19û9) stated that given the variety of conceptions of educution. as well as 

culture, it is  impossible to grasp a clear o r  universal definition of Multicultural Education. 

Leicester suggested to put the emphasis on  mulricultural in order to grasp the meaning of 

Multicul tural Education. She established three possible interpretations resulting from this 

analysis. Educarion through rnany culrures. the educative process uses elements and 

materials from diverse cultures. Education in several culrures, holds the idea that cultural 



traditions ernbody diverse forrns of thoughts and knowledge. Monocultural education 

would deprive children from values and enpenence. Eclucution for a mul~icul~ural socir5. 

implies moral imperatives. such as the elirnination of structural discrimination and prejudice. 

Some authors, dthough they agreed with the philosophy of Multicultural Education. 

argued that this approach has done little to change the position of minority groups in the 

school system ( Oineck. 1993). According to May ( 1993). "...The field of multicultural 

education as i t is currentl y conceived and practiced- is riven wi th theore tical inconsistencies 

and a seemingly terminal inability to translate its emancipatory intentions into actual 

pracrice ...." (p. 365). This criticisrn reflects the conceptuai confusion about the term. 

The literature reveals that, over the years, and according to educational ideology and 

policy. the meaning of the concept and its practice changed. adopting different shapes and 

significations. 

Multicul tural Education in Ractice 

Abt-Perkins and Gomez ( 1993) noted that teaching multiculturalism starts with the 

teachers' understanding of their perceptions of their own culture and education. They 

suggested that teachers' self-inquiry would lead to understand how background. race. 

gender, social class, etc. "...shape their teaching and the opportunities for diverse students' 

learning and achievement ..."(p. 193) For these authors, the successful practice of 

Multicultural Education begins with the teachers' reflection not only about the meaning of 

the concept, but also with their reexamination of beliefs, values and feelings about teaching 

and learning. In this regard, Martin ( 1991 )  emphasized that "...it is imperative that these 



future educaton be encouraged to cri ticall y examine their multicul tural philosophy ... and to 

discem the educational conditions under which they will attempt to institutionalize that 

philosophy ...." (p. 289). Appropriate practice is based on teachen' persona1 refiection and 

analysis of the issues. Teachen' philosophy and ideas about multiculturalism detemine 

their style and characteristic of their practices. 

Bank ( 1993) stated that Multicultural Education is a multidirnensional concept and 

some educators focus on only one of its dimensions. He defined f ive dimensions to 

describe the field of Multicultural Education: 1- Content integration: the extent to which 

teachers use examples and information from different cultures in their practice. 2- 

Knowledge construction: the discussion about how knowledge is created and how it is 

influeoced by factors such as ethnicity. gender and social class. 3- Rejudice reduction: 

strategies to help students develop more positive racial attitudes. 4- Equity pedagogy: 

teaching methods which facilitate al1 students to learn. I Empowering school culture and 

social structure: restructure of schools so students from different ethnic groups and social 

class will experience educational equality. 

McLeod ( 19W) sbted that three major types or forms of Multicultural Education 

have been implemented in Canada. One type of practice has been the efhnic-specific 

approach. The purpose of this approach has been to extend the contact of the students with 

their ethnic culture. for example, the ethnic schools and the ethnocultural programs. 

However, ethnic-specific programs are not the most prevalent form of Multicultural 

Education in mixed communities. A second type is the problrm-orirn~ed approach. 

Specific programs have been developed to answer particular needs associated with 

minori ties and schmling. An example of this approach is the second language programs 



(ESL). The culrural/inrerçultural is the third type. and it  is focused on developing 

affective. cognitive and behavioral understanding among students of different cultures. 

Those different practices tell about how the educational system tned to articulate 

theory with practice. Gibson ( 1976) stated that the conceptual confusion of the term has led 

to the practice of "benevolent or naivew multiculturalism. This practice tends to emphasize 

"... the lifestyles of minonty children rather than their life chances ..." (cited in May. 1993. p. 

366). The programs that intended to promote pluralisrn simply added new activities to the 

cumculum wi thout modifying the situation. 

It  is important to point out that currently there is a shift concerning multicultural 

cumcutum materials- Manicorn ( 1987) noted that "... there has been a shift in cumculum 

content away from the folk meIody/colourful costumdquaint dancelexotic food/traditional 

customs syndrome ... Instead. teachers are urged t o  discuss some of the issues of 

multiculturalism: ethnic diversity, immigration policies. assimilation and prejudice. for 

example ..." (p 78-79). But, she argued that this is ody a "...piece of a larger whole: the full 

analysis (conceming multicultural cumculum content) would include an explication of the 

sets of social practices and social relations through which written curriculum materials are 

produced and used ..." (p  75). There are a broad range of multicu1tural programs and 

contents that teachers could find in their every day cumculum. However. ideological 

presuppositions are not always questioned. The selection of the cumculum content 

responds to a particular ideological framework. The question will be ".,.how that selected 

knowledge becomes relevant to students, and what aspect of the relevance will be made 

known to them ...." (Manicorn. 19û7, p. 90). Also, the following question needs to  be 

raised: Whose intetests are sewed by the knowledge valued and promoted within schoois? 



According to Ramsey ( 1985) teac hing from a mu1 ticultural perspective irnplies 

examination of : "..teacher values and perspectives. intergroup relationships in  the 

community. parental attitudes and children's awareness and social patterns ..." (p. 40). This 

information wi1l relate needs and resources of each child and teacher in their classroorn. 

Ramsey argued that MuIticultural Education is a process of awareness. Every activity 

implemented will provide information that will help to plan and design subsequent activities. 

She pointed out that "...the crucial aspect of both the initial and continuing assessments of 

children's, parents' and teachers' ideas and attitudes is that they occur in  an accepting and 

genuinely responsive environment ..." (p. ,551. Her concept of ~Vulticultural Education 

implies changes in practice: that is. changes in the relationship arnong teachers. children and 

parents. 

Because it is not possible to give "....one short, clear and universally acceptable 

definition of Multicultural Education ..." educators differ in their practice. We can consider 

that Multicultural Education is "...an umbrella term. used for a broad range of approved or 

dernanded practices in educational establishment ...." (Leicester 1989. p 22). 



Personal Refi ections 

Before conducting the research. it is important to analyse my own expectations and 

perceptions about Multicultural Education. My  own thouphts about the concept may 

id luence  the interpretation of the research findings. 

A written statement of those expectations, may help t o  distinguish between rny 

personal perceptions and participant perceptions about the meaning of Multicultural 

Education. 

.t.lurch i 994 

Therr are rwo upects I w u l d  likr to cicrifi before conducring the focus groups: 

rny persona1 deflnition about the concept a d  my e.rpectatiom ubout what may be happen 

during the sessions. 

I rhink that my i d e u  about the meaning of Multicultural Educution changrd 

&ring rny research. ;Mufirst impression was that Muitic-ultural Educution was one more 

objective in the curricula. I had read different school books showing people Rom nrher 

couniries. erphining obour folkforic traditions ami food. f parficipared in dlflereni school 

celebrations where songs in diferent languages were Sung. I thought that the rneuning of 

Multiculrural Educarion was to kmw abour costumes d traditions of other cultures. 

Afier a while I reaiized t h  this c o m p t  was not enough tu explain the dimc-ult siruut ion of 

teaching children from diflerenr countries. I had the opportunin. to share my thoughrs 

with rny professors in the University, wirh school teachers and wirh immigrants fiom 

diverse countries. I began my personal research hoking for answers and understanding. 

Mv conclusions are not rotaffy set. But, I discovered rhat. in the process of sharing 



anû living with others. we @en uppfy persortu1 vcrlues and befiefs to every situution. 

ignoring w h t  others think or feel. It is an uncomcious process that can Ieaù us to a d  

wcording to what we had h e m  w g h t  before. 

it is relatively eus? to know or sru+ abour the culrurr of other groups. but ir is 

vety ciifficult to recognize und accrpt the ciifferences in how groups know and inrerpret 

the worki. On& through prrsomI reflection can we reali~e that in our acriom we mav 

inaùvertenrly disregard rhe feelings and beliefs of others. To chnge these kincis of actions 

implies recognition of the characteristics of our own culture and respect for orher 

culiures. 

The situation in schools is compleev- Srdents front a11 over the world are sharing 

ihe same classroom. Everyone h a  his or her own perspective a d o r  s v l e  of learning. I 

suggest rhai teachers need to acquire a "learner attirude" This means IO leave their min& 

open to new experirnces andfinci a way to accornrno&e studrnts' needs and teach rhem 

wcording to thrir cultural characteristics. 

Wirh regard to rny expectntion about rhe focus groups. I think that I will find 

diflerent opinions. reflecting m y  of rhe theories and explanarions that I found in ~ h r  

literature. But. in spite of the difiremes among the teachers who particr'pated in r k  s t d y  

th- too wiU be looking for m e r s .  I rhink thaf sornething abour the topic wiIl srimufute 

their sensibili~ and need for rrflecfion. 

August 1994 

This is a long process of knowledge and refecrion. Still. I do not have clear 

answers for my questions. My rhoughts and ideas have been changing during the 

process: sometimes. because f found a brrrer way of expressing my thoughts. others 



hecuuw I uncirrstnocl the subject in parer  &ph. 

The dimrence between mv firsr rrjlection and my presrnt ideas ahour 

,Wulticulturul €ducution could be udersmod ar a model of my o wn lenming process. I 

startecl my rrsearch with a partial vision of the prohZem. I focused tny work rnainly on 

ethnicity ancl immigration as the representutive upprouch ro multiculturalisrn. Now. I 

think that multicultrtrulism is a broaù concepr. It inclutdes ail the subculrures that drflne a 

person's identif?. How persons construct their identiv is not rhe focus of my srudv: 

howevrr. I believe that muny factors influence rhis process: rrrperienc-P. fami- tradition. 

gender. religion. values. and so on. Possibly. - exprrirnce us immigrant. firsr 

generarion influencerd rny first view of rnulticwulturalism. On the other hanLi, I believe t h a  

immigraion presents specific issues to the sociec and the school system. But. we can 

approach the problem fiom a mare global perspective. 

My point is that we have to anabse how we rhink about the problern ami whr  is 

our concept of person. education. and society. m e  philosophy underiying our thinking 

guides otir teaching. vision of the world and relarionship wirh others. If we believe rhat we 

are teaching the whole person. his or her culrurd idenîïties are aspects to recognice. 

uccept and respect. If we believe thut our values are the on- true vdues and the goal of 

our reaching is to rrunsmit them. we will need on4 to f k i  resources. new progrms or 

activities to do it. I do not rhink  th^ we cun solve this problem through a- specific 

program. 

I think rhar our philosophy, and personal understandings are revealed in our 

practice. Sometimes, it is important to find the appropriate place to think and reflect about 

issues. In other words. our thinking is nurtured every moment with new ihings and 



experiencrs and us eciucators we have tn he open tn changes und rrflection. &IV 

experirnce in this rrseurc-h is thut / found nrw i&as a d  Clt'erent upprouches to the sume 

issue. I chungti my rnindfiequent(v, und I unticipute furtherr changes, Nobody h a  the 

rruth. To know implics ~1 Procas of shuring and changing. II took me long tirne ro redize 

rhat. 

During my L-orrrses. I talked about iWdt ic~l t~ral  Education with other students. 

becausr I  as in a muter  prcigrum where muny of them were experienced teac-htirs. I 

discovered thut rnost of them were inierested in the tnpic. Th- stressed the importunce of 

rruining d support in this regard. ,tfuny of t h m  Iimittrrl hr C-oncep [O erhnic minoriries. 

/ rhink that is the firsr rhought we have becuuse rhe twm mulriculturulism is associuted in 

irs origin with immigration and e thn ic i~ .  Also. teachers associate ethnic rninorities with 

multicultudism because rh- arr worried about teaching and u/uierstandiBg rnirwrig 

groups. II is v e T  difficult to capture inrrinsic values of other cultures. other Ive s ~ l e s .  or 

othrr politic-ul thinking. 

Frorn another perspective. / think that anti-rucisr, unri-prejudice educurion h a  ro 

be one of the central points of every traching. I am not sure how the school cumiculurn is 

designed but, r e d n g  my son's report cad  / realized thar social aspects are incIu&d To 

reuch ru respect the opinions, traditions. religion oforhers is a sociul and hman value. 

especid- now. when discrimination is of global çoncern. 

Multicultural &ducation and Inclusive Schools share man? aspects of their 

philosophy. Many of the educational strategies used for inclusion çoincide with those of 

multiculturalism. The main goal is to create a school systern where ail students are 

welcomed. Perhaps. it is time to put the emphasis on eve- child's personul questions, 



style of leurning, buck,qrounci cuid experienix IO s t m  rewhing cuKi lisrening . 

I willfinish my reflection with a personal example. Ir reflects how according ro 

thrir experirru-e urrcl thinking chilciren crpkuii the world. 

It w u  my firsr winter in Canuùà. It was cnld and snnwy, but sunny. Thrnrigh u 

window the snow shone bright. 1 askeci m_r. four-year-old son David tu put his smwsuir 

on. He said thor it was Sun- anci that he did not need his winrer clothes. I insisted U;tc 

discussed. we cvgued. we fought. Finulfy I put his srwwsuit on a d  we went outside. Ir 

w u  reul- cold. AJer a while. he said "- Do vnu k m w  mnmmv? In Cu& thrre are wo 

sunc. ct coid one und u h a  one." 



Research Design 

Chapman and Maclean ( 1990) considered that there are important differences 

between qualitative and quantitative research traditions. They suggested that the 

distinpuishing characteristics of qualitative research could be surnmarized in two main areas. 

the philosophical underpinning. which include goals and assumptions. and the technical 

aspects, which inctude data collection, sampling and analysis. 

With regards to the first area, philosophical underpinning. qualitative research i s 

focused on understanding the meaning of reality of persons or groups studies through 

verbal narratives and observations. Qualitative researchers tend to study phenomena. 

situations and objects within their environment or in their natural setting. They consider that 

reality is multiple and changed over time. Therefore. there is not a "simple tme" rneaning of 

the phenomena and the observer cannot be separated from what is being observed 

(Chapman and MacLean. 1990). Another difference between quantitative and qualitative 

research is the use of the "self as an instrumentn of knowledge. Researchers rnust be in 

touch with their own experience, in order to understand the meaning and rnake sense of the 

situation. As expressed by Eisner (1991) "...Qualitative inquiry is marked by the way in 

which the wodd is viewed and portrayed, and by the conceptual orientation used to see and 

to make sense of what one has seen ..." (p 230). 

The purpose of this research is  to explore education students' meanings o r  

perceptions about Multicultural Education, hear their voices and share their experiences. 

Understanding the meanings is not a straightfonvard task. People. according to their 



experience. values and beliefs. attach different meanings to objects and situations. As a 

qualitative researcher I was actively involved in this study. Bogdan and Biklen ( 198'2) stated 

that qualitative researchen recognized that they are part of the subjective constructed world. 

They can attempt to interpret the communicative acts of othen, but their interpretation would 

be affected by their own undenbnding of the reality. 

The  philosophical construction of this research led m e  to classify this project 

broadly as an interprerive s~udy. ln interpretative research. the goal is to  understand the 

participants' perception of reality. knowing that the interpretation could be one among many 

possibilities. It is important to take into account that reality is always changing over time. 

and the relationship between the researcher and participants will influence the interpretation 

of the phenomena (MacCleave, 1992). Taylor ( 1979) pointed out that we are always in a 

cultural world, and when we by to understand this world, we deal with interpretations and 

interpretations of interpretations. For this reason. "...culture. the shared meanings. practices 

and symbols that constitute the human world, does not present itself neutrally or  with one 

voice. It is always multivocal and overdetermined, and both the observer and the observed 

are always enmeshed in it ..." (Rabinov & Sullivan. 1979. p. 6). 

In summary. interpretative research is based on the philosophical assumptions that 

-Reality is multiple and dynamic rather than singular and static. 

Xnowledge is socially constructed, context-dependent and value-full rather than value-free. 

-An interpretive account of social phenomena represents one  of  many possible 

interpretations 



-1nterpretation is influenced by the researcher's presuppositions. 

-The relationship between the researcher and those researched helps shape the nature of 

what is disclosed and how it is interpreted. 

( MacCleave. 1992, p 2 1-22) 

The second area. technical aspects. deals wi th methods, anal ysis, and presentation of 

the conclusions in qualitative studies. Lather ( 1992) distinguished between method and 

methodology. She noted that methods are the techniques for gathering empirical evidence 

while methdology pertains to the philosophical assumptions or the theory of knowledge 

that guide the research project. As one method of gatherinp information. 1 implemented 

interactive focus groups. 

The focus group was selected as a method for gathering data because focus group 

dynamics encourage people to  talk and share information. Krueger ( 1988) defined focus 

groups as a "...carefully planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on a defined 

area of interest in a permissive, nonthreatening environment ..." (p. 18). He pointed out that 

the discussion is relaxed, and most of the time enjoyable for participants because they can 

share their ideas and perceptions. Group members influence each other by participating in 

the discussion. 

Byers and Wilcox ( 1991) stated that focus groups have been used as a qualitative 

methai  of gathering information in marketing research for many years. They pointed out 

five important reasons why focus groups are a useful tooi for research. 

-People are a vafuable source of information. 

-People can report on  and about themseives and given an appropnate instruction, 

they are able to articulate their thoughts, feelings and behaviors. 



-The moderator can help people retrieve forgotten information. 

-The group dynamic can be used to generate genuine information rather than the 

"group think' phenomenonwherein competing ideas and arnbiguities are ignored. 

-1nterviewing a group is better than individual interviewing an individual. 

(Adapted from Byers & Wilcox, 1993; Jones-Schwers, 19%) 

Focus groups help participants to reexamine their own ideas and perspectives about 

a specific issue through sharing ideas and exposure to others' points of view. The focus 

group's moderator must insure that the discussion does not go far from the point of interest. 

but at the same time, he o r  she must invite an open dialogue, guiding the discussion only 

when necessary ( Byers and Wilcox. 1991). With regards to this point. some of the skills 

based on the theory of communication that 1 developed during one of my courses, helped 

me to conduct the focus group using appropriate Iistening skills and to encourage 

participation. Interactive focus groups helped me to undentand the range of view points 

and ideas of the participants, and permitted me to analyse the phenomena in a participative 

manner. 

McDaniel ( 1979) defined three approaches to focus group research: exploratory. 

clinical and phenomenological- A s  an interpretive study. some dimensions of the 

phenomenological approach were adopted. Also. some aspects of the clinical approach were 

implemented in some opportunities. The phenomenological approach, is based on the 

person's opportunity to share experiences and the researcber's attempt to undentand the 

other penon's experiences. This approach allows the discovery of  shared meanings and 



ordinary enplanations of phenornena. T h e  clinicai approach to  focus group research 

assumes that people are sometimes unaware of their tme motivation and the researcher musc 

discover those preconscious motivations (Jones-Schweers 1993). Because the goal of this 

study is to  grasp the underlying meanings and interpretations that Multicultural Education 

holds. it was important to create an environment where students can express their feelings. 

thoughts and womies. freely and spontaneously. The phenomenological focus group was 

an appropriate tool to  help participants share experiences and beliefs. Some aspects of the 

clinical approach were adopted to clarify tacit meanings. The second meeting of each focus 

group permitted me  to probe the validity of some interpretations and focus the discussion 

on specific issues. 

The strategy that I had planned for this study. was t o  implement one  focus group 

with six Bachelor of Education students and another with six Graduate Education students. 

Each focus group would meet twice with the same participants. For different reasons. five 

students pa~ ic ipa t ed  in each focus group. 

A pilot study was implemented taking into account the special characteristics of 

focus group interviews. Focus group cannot be pilot tested in the same manner as any 

quantitative method because it is  impossible t o  reproduce the same discussion. In focus 

group intenviews. it is important to  consider not only the nature of the questions. but also the 

characteristics of the audience. the interactions among participants and their relation with the 

moderator (Krueper. 1988). The  reason for the pilot study was to explore the effectiveness 

of the method in this type o f  research, gain experience a s  a focus group facilitator and 

evaluate if the information gathered through focus  group interviews would fiIl the 

expectations of  the study. Because the dynamic o f  the pilot study was appropriate and 



allowed me to get information about teachers' perspectives of Multicultural Education I 

included the data in the analysis of this study. 

Partici~ants 

Participants for this study were Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education 

students from Mount Saint Vincent University. There were two important reasons for this 

decision. First. my own experience as education student at Mount Saint Vincent University 

showed me how important this issue was for teachers and educators within the acadernic 

environment. Consequently. 1 believed it was important to focus the study on education 

students. Second, 1 could encourage participation within the University setting coordinating 

hours and meetings according to education students' schedules. 

The focus group's participants were coasidered key informunts. Gilchrist ( 1992) 

stated that key informants '...are individuals w h o  possess special knowIedge, status, or 

communication skills, who are willing to share their knowledge and skiils with the  

researcher and who have access to perspectives or obsemations denied the researcher ..." (p. 

75). The focus group's participants were selected according to their interest in  the topic. 

background and experience. 

A brief description of participants' backgrounds follow s: 

The pilot study focus group were composed of experienced teachers. One was a 

music teacher, five years experience. Another participant was from South Africa and she 

worked as a librarian in elementary school for four years. The third participant had finished 

her masters program a few months before the interview and was working as a teacher in 

Dartmouth. The fourth participant was a graduate student with several years experience as a 



resource teacher. 

Bachelor of Education students: Two Bachelor of Education students had previous 

experience in  the school systern working as teachers. one in New York as Junior High 

History teacher and the other as art teacher through Continuing Education prograrns in 

Canada. One of the students had experience as a counselor with women and youth for two 

years. As part of their pr~~oram. Bachelor of Education students were involved with teaching 

practicum in different schools of Halifax. 

Graduate Education students: Three Graduate Education students were teachers with 

an average of ten yean experience working in Canadian schools. One of the students was 

from China where she had worked as ESL professor at the University level for several 

yean. The other participant was a student from Africa where she had worked for fourteen 

years in teacher education. 

One of the objectives of this study was to create an environment where al1 the 

participants would colIaborate together looking for understanding and clarification of 

Multicultural Education. After the focus goup meetings. individual follow-up interviews 

were conducted to cIarify meanings and examine potential contradictions or inconsistencies 

that emerged from preliminary analysis of focus gmup conversation. 

Data Collection 

The method of data collection in this study was focus groups conducted at the 

University. Students' participation was voluntary. Group meetings lasted approximateIy one 

hour and a half and they were taped. The focus groups met twice; the second session 

involved the same participants as the first. 



There are  sorne advantages to focus group interviews. First. i t  is a socialiy-oriented 

procedure. The  possibility to share and talk with other people in a natural manner decreases 

the inhibition among the participants and  promotes  communication. Second. the 

unstructured discussion pives flexibility to  explore unanticipated issues. Third. f w u s  group 

interviews have  high face validity, the procedure i s  easily understood. Fourth, they are  

relatively Iow in cost (Kmeger, 1988). 

Among the limitations of this approach. Knieger  ( 1988) noted that. in focus group 

interviews, the moderator has less control than individual interviews. For that reason. the 

moderator requires special skills. Also. the data is difficult to analyse and the differences 

between groups can be troublesome. Arranging a convenient meeting time can also be a 

challenge. 

The disadvantages of focus group interviews were considered dunng the process. 1 

attempted to resolve difficulties by looking for aiternate solutions . For instance, although [ 

could not conduct the focus groups a s  1 had originally planned. 1 adapted to the situation by 

increasing the number of meetings according to participants' SC heduies. With this kind of 

approach. I established a friendly environment and cornfortable space for communication 

and  discussion. Also. the dynamic of  the pilot s tudy helped me to  understand how 

participants interact with each other in a group situation. tt allowed me to evaluate the 

accuracy and timing of my interventions during the group meetings. 

A focus  group guide (Appendix A) w a s  developed to prompt participants' 

conversation and organize the content of  the discussion. The  questions were not used a s  a 

strict format for the discussion. Instead, the purpose was to encourage dialogue. principally 

at the beginning of the interview. The questions were drawn from the literature review. the 



objectives of the study and my personal expectations. The guide consisted rnainly of open 

questions and general reflections. 1 did not ask al1 the questions because in each group. 

participants played an active role asking and answering questions by themselves. 

The  structure of the meetings allowed participants to express themselves freeiy and 

spontaneously. I believe that the framework of the study and the fact that I did not have a 

priori expectations for the ideas and insights to  be shared. encouraged participants to adopt 

an attitude of personal searching and interest for others' opinions. At the beginning of every 

interview, 1 encouraged participants t o  freely express any thought o r  opinion because 

everything could potentially contribute to an understanding of h?iulticulturâl Education and 

its implications. They shared information about personal and professional experiences. 

Sornetimes an opinion was changed during the discussion and some ideas were shaped by 

two or more participants. 

Every group met twice. The data gathered during the first meeting was submitted 

for discussion during the second session with the purpose of  checking m y  interpretation. 

With that purpose, 1 outlined in different cards the most important issues discussed in the 

first meeting and I presented the information in the second one. T h e  feedback increased the 

vaiidity of the study and permitted deeper understanding of the questions involved in the 

research. 

T o  check my analysis of the data, I sent the first draft  of my analysis to every 

participant. Individual folIow-ups helped me to clarify my own interpretation of the data. 

also to know participants' impressions about my understandinp. For the follow-up 

interviews. different strategies were taken according to participants' possibilities: phone 

interviews, personal interviews, group interviews and also contact by mail. Most of the 

feedback addressed what was learned from engaginp in the process. also issues conceming 



to  teachers' need of  reflection and discussion within the education system. None of the 

participants challenged the  basic interpretive framework of  the analysis. Participant 

feedback enhanced the validity of this study. 

Throughout the focus group process, 1 had the intense feeling of uniqueness of each 

group. Every participant brought his o r  her perspective about the topic and the dynamic of 

the focus group shaped the discussion in different ways. 

Taking into account al1 the information that I obtained during the process and the 

open attitude of the participants. 1 would conclude that I played my role a s  a facilitator 

appropriately. However, 1 would like to  point out some of the difficulties 1 had in that role. 

Listening to  the pilot study interview' tape, I realized that in some opportunities 1 asked 

questions to cover  silent moments  instead of allowing participants to have time for 

reflection. 1 rectified this situation for  the other focus groups. 1 never blocked the 

conversation. but in some cases  1 tried to  clarify ideas giving personal examples or  

expressing my own opinions. Perhaps. 1 might have used other strategies and kept myself 

in the place of observer. But, 1 believe that my spontaneity helped participants to express 

themselves freely and not feel judged on their opinions. 

Ethical Considerations 

The ethical concerns in  naturalistic inquiry rely on the desire to present individual 

reaIities and subjective tmth, and  "...to consider carefully and responsibly whether or  not the 

pursuit of tmth in any given instance might bnng about more hann than benefit ..." (Lincoln 

and Guba, 19û6, p 7). Regulations about informed consent and protection of participants, 

as they are traditionall y fomiulated in quantitative research do  not fit qualitative research. 



Eisner ( 1991) pointed out that in a natudistic study. usually researchers are not able 

to anticipate what will emerge in the field of study. For that reason. it is impossible to 

inform the participants about what to expect. Bogdan and Biklen ( 1982) noted that in  the 

qualitative reseamh. the relationship behveen researcher and participant is ongoing: it evolves 

over time. The participants have something to say in regulating the relationship. and they 

constant1 y make decisions about their participation. 

With regards to the possibility of causing any "harm." Bodgan and Biklen ( 1982) 

shared some general ethical pri nciples to avoid that situation. First. the participants' 

identities should be protected so that the information collected does not ernbarrass or harm 

them. Second, the participants should be treated with respect and one should seek their 

cooperation in the research. The participants should be told of the research's general intent 

and asked to give their consent. Third. in negotiating permission to do a study, the 

researcher has to make clear the ternis of the abgeement and follow those ternis. Finally. in 

the final report. he or she will offer the possible interpretations of the data although for 

ideological reasons the researcher may not like what emerges from the data collection 

process. [t is important for both the researcher and the participants to report w bat the data 

reveals. 

it was impossible to comrnunicate to the participants al1 specific details of the 

research, because most of them emerged during the study. However, they had the 

opportunity to review the analysis before it was edited. The follow-up interviews allowed 

participants to express their opinions and concerns about the study 

Also, the feedback dunng the second focus group interview helped to clarify and 

evaluate the process before the anal ysis was completed. However, it is important to point 



out. that any eariy discussion of findings was only preliminary. directed at the most general 

issues obtained in the first meeting (Patton, 1990). AnaIysis of qualitative data is a careful 

work which requires a Iong time to process. For this reason, it is possible to misinterpret or 

give sorne inaccurate information during that early feedback. 

In this study, participants had the opportunity to examine the first draft of the 

analysis and the follow-up interviews allowed for detailed feedback of participants opinions. 

These situations permitted participants fint.  to reflect on a written analysis which 

represented a different format and context from the original focus group and second. 

opened up the opportunity to provide feedback on the process. 

In this research, anonymity was preserved. Teachers o r  students were consider 

autonomous professionals who offer their own unique perspectives rather than 

representatives of any schwl  or University (MacCleave. 1992). The importance of this 

study is to capture and reflect the education students' own perceptions. 

Procedure and Access 

T o  find the participants for the focus groups, 1 talked with some professors of the 

Bachelor of Mucation program and Graduate Education program at Mount Saint Vincent 

University. 1 visited their classes, introduced myself to  the students and explained the 

purpose of the study. Students who were interested in the topic signed a list and wrote 

down their telephone numbers. Ini tiall y. the first communication with the participants was 

by phone. 1 explained individually the reasons and objectives of this research and we 

arranged possible days and hours for the focus group meeting. 

It was a difficult task to arrange the day and hours for the meetings, especially with 



Bachelor of Education students because those in different sections had different time 

schedules. 1 called for a short meeting with al1 of them and we fixed the date for our first 

focus group meeting. Although the original plan was to conduct focus groups with six 

participants in each. two students could not attend the session. For that reason. the total 

number participating in each focus groups. Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education 

students' focus groups. was reduced to five. Penonal situations and a busy time in the 

schwl year interfered with their plans 

For the Bachelor of Education students' first focus group, two students were absent 

and I conducted a separate focus group session. The same situation happened for the 

second interview. In surnmary, I met Bachelor of Education students four times in two 

srnall groups. with three and two participants in each group. instead of two meetings of five 

participants as 1 originally planned. Graduate Education students met twice as expected. 

Three graduate students asked m e  for some of material that they could read before 

the meetings and 1 gave to them pan of rny research proposal. We had previously shared 

some readings because we took some courses together. Thus. we came to the focus group 

sessions with some common understandings based on shared readings and classroom 

experiences. 

Participation in this study was more demanding than other traditional research 

activities. The participants gave their cime, interest. and cooperation voluntady. In addition. 

students' background and experience was an important consideration relevant to the purpose 

of the study. 



Data Analysis 

Qualitative methods were used to analyse the data: specifically. focus group 

meeting and follow-up interviews were the rnethods of data collection. 

In my role as discussion facilitator, 1 tried to be as unobstrusive as possible. letting 

the conversation take i ts own course. My interventions occurred to facilitate communication 

among participants. This approach helped me to understand the underlying meaninps of the 

discussion and interpret the conversation from the perspective of the participants. Wiersma 

( 199 1 ) pointed out that it is the researcher's insight into the discussion which contributes to 

the vaiue of qualitative research. 

In open-ended interviews. participants lead the content and dynamic of t h e  

discussion. The possibility of recording the conversation permitted me to analyse the data 

and recheck the interpretations. Also. the number of meetings allowed me to classify the 

information and compare the interpretations. Two different types of data were analysed : 

one brought together during the two sessions of same focus group, and the other comparing 

the Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students' focus gmups. Also 1 inciuded 

the information obtained through the pilot study focus group in the final analysis. 

Patton (1990) stated that. in an inductive analysis, the patterns, themes. and 

categories of analysis corne from the data. Since my analysis was stmctured according to 

what emerged from focus group discussions rather than k i n g  imposed a priori, it  could 

be considered an inductive approach. Patton described two approaches to data analysis. 

First. categories developed and articulated by the participants of the study are analysed. 

Second, categories or patterns for which the people studied did not have labels or terms are 

identified by the researcher. Those approaches were considered during the analysis as 



appropriate. Participants articulated their own vision about Multicultural Education. Some 

of them brought to discussion their own perspective about the topic. For example, they 

talked specifically about global education and its implications. The  second approach 

described for Patton was the strategy that I used io construct a framework for my analysis 

of the data. Data analysis involved theme generation, a process of extracting pervasive 

themes during the interview. In this process, we discover the most important themes, explore 

them for meanings and find connections and relationships among them (MacCleave. 1W). 

Guba (1978) suggested that two focussing processes are associated wirh the 

analysis or interpretation of the data: convergence and divergence. He said that the first 

problem is to find the convergence of the data, to figure out what things f i t  together and to 

look for "recumng regutarities" in the data. This process wiIl lead to systematic patterns 

that can be sorted into specific categories. Patton ( 1990) pointed out that the researcher 

"...works back and forth between the data and the classification system to venfy the 

meaningfulness and accuracy of the categories and the placement of data in categories ..." (p.  

W).  Guba ( 1978) expressed that the second problem is to find the divergence of the data. 

He suggested that the researcher deals with how to  "fiesh out" patterns or categories. In 

this process, the researcher has to use different processes. such a s  extension of information. 

connections among different issues and proposition of new information that ought to fit 

with the previous one. The transcripts of each interview and the feedback that [ received 

from the participants helped me to find systematic patterns of convergencies and 

divergences in the data. 1 organized those patterns into a number of perspectives. 

The foreshadowed questions were considered during the analysis. Because they are 

broad and very difficult to address directly during the interviews, the data was related to 



them as the topic or theme would pemit t MacCleave. 1 9 9 î  ). New questions emerged 

during the process. Reconsideration of the foreshadowed questions helped me to relate data 

to the overall purposes of the study. For this reason, one section of the analysis involved 

reflection of the foreshadowed questions. 

Validity and Generalizabili tv 

In quantitative studies. validity refers to confidence in the accuracy of the resul ts and 

reliability is concerned with the generalizability of the study; that is. the possibility of the 

study king replicated. . Both concepts have special prmedures in a qualitative research. 

Knowing that exact replication would be impossible in this kind of research. 

Wiersma ( 1991) explained that the way to enhance reliability in qualitative studies is 

"through applying good methodology." Rigorous description about the data collection and 

analysis will help the readers understand the process and provide the basis for agreeing or 

disagreeing with the study. 

Eisner ( 1991 ) stated that the possibility of generalizing the results in qualitative 

reseârch is based on the assumption that "...every particular is also a sample of a larger 

class ..." (p 103). He said that when w e  identify themes and messages which pervade 

communication. we learn not only about this specific situation. but also we can trançfer 

insights acquired to other contexts. However, that does not mean that one situation will 

share identical features with another. Eisner claimed that qualitative studies do make the 

researchers aware that certain features of the situation could be found in other similar 

situations. He called this process "naturalistic generalization." However. no daim wilI be 

made that the perspectives shared by the participants of the study exhaust al1 the 



p s i  bilities or represent the views of any particular population. 

With respect to validity. different processes will be implernented. Wiersma ( 199 1 ) 

said that triangulation is a qualitative cross-validation process. It assesses the data 

according to the convergence of multiple data sources. In this research. the two focus 

groups were two possible sources of information. Patton ( 1990) stated that through the 

triangulation of data sources within qualitative methods. the researcher will capture the 

commonalities and di fferences of the phenornena. He expressed that consistency in 

patterns from different sources and coherent explanations of the differences from divergent 

sources will contribute to the credibility of the findings. 

Another possible source of external validity was the comparison between the 

meanings and perceptions about Multicultural Education gathered in the interviews and 

those described in the literature. Also. sharing and discussing the process and analysis with 

different colleagues validated the findings of the study. 

Eisner ( 1991) analyzed three different processes for validating a qualitative research: 

structurai corroboration, consensual validation and referential adequacy. 

Srrucrrmi corroborcrrion is concemed with the possi bility of interrelation of multiple types 

of data, how they contradict. support o r  complement each other. Consensuul vulidcrtian 

refers to the extent that the researcher could estabiish external consent about the analysis. 

Referentiul adequucy means that the analysis and interpretation of the data must be 

coherent and make sense. These criteria were considered during the research process and 

analysis of the data. 

There are some aspects that could threaten the validity of this process. This research 

is based on the interactive relation between participants and researcher. Al though the 



participants volunteered for  the study because of their interest in the topic, it would be 

possible that some of them did not express themselves freely dunng the meetings. Every 

new situation might ernphasize feelings of fear and uncertainty, for that reason some 

participants might feel intimidated by the dynamics of the interview. T h e  relationship I 

established with the participants during the phone communication and specifically during 

the meeting, decreased the intensity of those kinds of feelings. Also, 1 sent the first draft of 

my analysis to each participant and I gave them the opportunity to send the copy back with 

their opinions by mail o r  have a personal interview. This strategy allowed participants to 

express their ideas according to their personal characteristics or preferences. Students 

chose different ways to participate, which included phone communication, personal 

interviews or  mail answers. The  follow-up interviews also served a s  a validity check for the 

conceptual framework used in the analysis. 

There are several possible responses that participants could present related to the 

topic. They may feel judged and block their opinions or  they may feel an emotional 

involvernent with the topic and be very sensitive to the discussion. AI1 these situations were 

considered during the process. Also. the second interview offered the possi bili ty O 

reviewing first impressions and addressing possible misinterpretations. 

Discrepancies between attitude expression and behavior are relatively small in wel 

conducted focus groups. Validity relies on the cornpetence of the researchers. Their insight 

and ability to  interpret the situation are important elements in this process (Jones-Schweers 

1993). 



ANALY SIS 

This anaIysis is divided in two main sections. The first one answers the 

foreshadowed question nurnber one: What are Bachelor of Education and Graduate 

Education students' perceptions of Multicultural Education? 1 identified five perspectives. 

Traditional Perspective, Social Action Perspective, inclusive Perspective, Global Perspective 

and New Perspective. The perspectives express participants' perceptions of Multicultural 

Education. AIso. I anal ysed some issues and concerns related to the topic. 

The second part of this analysis is focused on the foreshadowed questions. A brief 

answer to each question will reveal aspects of participants' opinions not expressed i n  the 

perspectives. 1 included in this section. my own refiections and experiences based on this 

process. 

Meanin os of Mul ticultural Education: Perspectives 

Through identifying different perspectives, 1 will share the range of meanings that 

participants associated wi th Mul ticul tural Education. Each perspective need not be 

considered independently from the other, nor exclusively from the rest. The same person 

can hold ideas belonging to more than one perspective. In fact. with different connotations. 

every focus group discussed al1 of them. These perspectives should not be considered 

imposed or rigid categories. On the contrary, identifying perspectives served as an heuristic 

to allow consideration of the issue from a number of different interpretations, rather than 



from a single point of view. 

Despite the divenity of participants' opinions and the range of views expressed by 

them, some patterns were identified and organized to reflect rny understanding of the 

phenornenon. Both content selection and specific delimitation of perspectives were the resul~  

of my own interpretation of the data. as well as my responses to participants' feedback and 

suggestions. Another researcher might have organized key ideas or  themes in a different 

marner. 

Traditional Perspective 

It was unanimously accepted by participants that the first interpretation and the rnost 

common meaning that the concept implies, is ethnic rninority groups. When 1 asked what 

came to rnind if 1 said Multicultural Education, the answen were directly related to ethnicity. 

Participants expressed the view saying thai1 "....rrditiomlly Multiculfurul Erlucarion is 

ka rn ing  about nther culrures ..." or  "...in u sense. coming fiom a teucher's perspec-tive in 

.~fululricirlturulism. i f  will be u curr icuiwn-baed cuIrural look a t  the varied people of the 

classroorn. Ami, sort of u moment in time .... A curriculum that cume from rhe Board, fhe 

sort ofrhing rhür's given to you ..." Reflecting on a Traditional Perspective, this participant 

identified two characteristics: first, Multicultural Education was associated with ethnic 

minorities: secondly. Multicultural Education curricula was viewed as a mandated program. 

I refer to  this understanding of Multicultural Education a s  Traditional because it 

corresponds to the original and most common meaning. 

Participants agreed that if you ask people outside the University about Multicultural 

Quotcs of m e d  participants are included Co neak  and iniegnted i-oioc. All mrnrnents are verbahm. 



Education. most responses would relate to ethnicity. With regards to the origin of the 

concept, Multiculturalism has its roots in governrnent policies from the 1970's.  which 

established Canada as a b i h g u a l  and multicultural country. ln these policies "multicuIturaln 

referred to different ethnic minority groups. 

Wi thin the  school system. the traditional perspective i mplies a consideration and 

recognition of  the ethnic cu1turaI background of the students in the class. One of the  

participants' comments  clearly expressed this view: "..JO meer the culrurd need.5 of the 

srudents in the cicu'sSS. tn ceiebrutr the differenca. This yrur there ure sturlrnrsfiom here. 

hrrr, und hem. ffow cun eiverÿone benrfTt from the culrural r-rperiemei of thut L-hiid3 ... " J n 

classroom contexts, Multicultural Education is based on teachers' interest in knowing about 

other cultures. To teachers, the traditional version of Multicuttural Education represents a 

very difficult issue to deal with because it requires deep  knowledge, and the study of the 

background of every child in their classrooms. Some teachers questioned the possibility of 

knowing every culture in any substantive way. "...how cnuld you hti knowiedgeabie 

vourself about every cufture. How da you do it12 ... * 

Also, this perspective is related to  a hierarchical structure of the traditional school 

system, where cumcula  and policies were expedited "...fiorn the top tu the bottom ..." from 

experts to teachers. In this context Multicultural Education "....was put on CO the 

curriculum as un entity in itselJ.." and meaning another thing that was "...drtmped on 

teachers ..." Most of the participants resented that imposition. A s  a consequence, the 

complexity of Multicultural Education was reduced to a simplistic program that teachers 

may add o r  not add to  their cumcula. T h e  common representation of this practice are  

isolated activities during the school year that tend to  focus o n  trivial o r  exotic cultural 



differences. "...a culturd fuir - let's s e  w k r  r h q  eu! lerls sec w h u  r h q  clress like!.." 

With different connotations. al1 groups discussed the USA melting pot ideoiogy of 

cultural relations versus the Canadian mosaic. Although students did not agree about t h e  

differences in those two positions, issues related to national identity. assimilation of other 

cultures. racism and classism were discussed. in a search for specific differences between 

the two ideologies. Some students believed that. at the practical levei. the two government 

policies have penerated similar results. One student ironically stated. that for Canadians it 

was Y.. goodro h v e  the (USA) h d g u y s  c h s r  ..." and accused them of a11 the feelings that 

Canadians cannot recognize as suitable for themselves. On the other hand. some students 

expressed that there is more tolerance towards minority cultures in Canadian society than in 

the United States. The implication of the issue goes beyond this study. but I believe i t  

reflects aspects of Canadian identity. The Canadian rnosaic analogy extends the limits of a 

policy and expresses Canadian searching for an identity as a cdture. 

The traditional perspective was strongly criticized by some students. They believed 

it lost its original intent. and instead of creatinp better channels of understanding, divided 

groups according to ethnicity. "... tVe sepurate k i h  right uwuy, thq'rr ethnic or thq're  

nnf ethnic ...." From a pedagogical view, those "...isolated unifs rhur highlighr u purricuhr 

chiid unci pur the focus on him or her ..." during a period of time in an unnatural setting 

" d o  more harm rhan good. ..." This teacher objected to the tokenism of teaching 

different cultures as exotic and isolated units because she did not believe that this practice 

would really address the issues. 

One of the participants explained accurately the paradox of this perspective. "...ft'.s 

like we have rhis w o n d e r -  umbrellu and if's beautifil to look ar i f ,  it lonks quifr 



wonclrr-1. Ancl we assume thut ir  will protecf u s  fiom rhe .stornrr, hur il's nnt rrrrihiy 

jinc~ionul during u storm. Whüt huppens is thur ir 's ripped inside or whutrwr. il dor.wtlr 

do ~ h u t  fi's supposed to do.... As long us ewrything is quiet ail these wuder-ri luhrls we. 

rulked uhout. th- work. But us soon us things h n ' t  turn out well, thut's when reuliry sets 

in mû we sturt to see ... Are we reallv dealing with rhe issues we think we are? ... " 

Social Action Perspective 

To understand this perspective, it is important to consider the impact of Multicultural 

policies upon schools and society in general. This mipht mean analyzing H hat has actually 

happened in order to find the hidden connections between education and the power 

stmc ture. 

Some students defi ned our current mode1 of education as "te~.hniccll.. . 

putri~rchal ... and hiermhicul ..." In this context Multicultural Education responds to 

sornebody's interests of domination and assimilation. ".. .Multiculrurulisrn is hecorning u 

political slogan rhut is used by rhe dominuni culture ro tp tn marginu1i:e the minorit! 

cultures,.. So. when th- tulk about Mulriculrrirulism the? ure tufking about the cnmmon 

culture and rhey are reuc-hing the surne rhing al[ ucross the bourd. busicuiiy \Ver tern 

culture, Eurocrntric c.ulrure ..." This issue aroused strong emotions and some students 

stated that Multiculturalism "...does nor exist.." One of the participants explained "... In 

the ethicul way is a concept (but) il's mythical in a sense. If's inip-ing thut if's supposd to 

be rhere but in essence if 's nor ..." In other words. some participants believed that the 

concept is no more than political posturing or empty rhetoric. 

The belief held by some students is that the power structure will not give up power. 



For that reason "... fhose who have it (power) will use whatever mecrns th. huve ro kerp 

other people from gtctting ... whatever r h e ~  cun. povcrtv, yender. lungriugr hurriers, 

educution ... But. k t  them (people) think thur they're getting those things thuf th- wunr! 

Those things thut they werc fighting for for the h t  30 or 50 yeurs ..." In  this way 

Multicultural Education is a strategy to keep people down and "..JO preterd t h t  the! 

uctually won ..." One of the students expressed that "...we've got no meuning fur 

kfulticulturui Ehc-arion within the socieiy in whic-h we ure living ..." 

Some participants believed that the problem is based on the structure of the 

education system because "... people ure not involvecl ut the grussroots levei ..." i n  the 

process. "... Someone is coming in with fheir own i&u ubout mrrltic~ultrtrulisrn with [ k i r  

own goals and saying - this is what we huve ro do...." Teachers feel that their voices are 

not heard and that they do not have the opportunity to discuss these issues in their schools. 

More than that, sometimes the oppression of the systern makes them do things without 

knowing what they are doing or why they are doing that. As an example one of the teachen 

stated "... how my of us huve ever been uskeri - d iu t  do p u  believe? why do ?ou rrach 

rhis wuy? Teachers don 't h e  u voke in rinùerstanding why they do whcrt t k y  do. You grt 

the munual and do some pages ... ifyou h n ' t  usk questions you clun't have the opportunie 

to explore the amwers ..." Because the system does not promote criticaI thinking, rather 

conformity, obedience, and acceptance, it is very difficult to involve al1 teachers and 

community in a process of awareness. 

A lot of examples and disappointments were expressed about political issues. 

Teachers complained that, although there is a current policy of hiring women and minority 

groups, most of schooI administrators are middle class white males. Sometirnes the media 

play a roIe in this matter controlling and threatening teachers' practice. Teachers feel that 



they do not have a place in a discussion that belongs to them. 

Taking into account stmggles that some minority groups experienced looking for 

social recognition. the participants expressed that minorities need to find ways to stand up 

for themselves. " ... Minor ie  groups hirve to finci wuys of  getting recvgnition, getting 

rights, because mbo& is going to fight for them unrii they sturt fighring for thrrnselves ... 

Whar rea& is needed is u revalurion ..." Some social movements like feminism were 

presented as an exampte "... womun have tuken up their o w n  issues ancl dvunced  with 

rhem. Like it or not, feminisrn is on stage und people are beginning ro think of the gmdtir 

issues hecause wornen ure fighring for thrrnselves .... ' Al1 participants agreed that 

education plays an important role in that matter although some students sb ted  that education 

has to be supported by social and political changes. For example, one student stated that 

government policies are not well designed to help minority groups integrate into society. 

Some new immigrants feel that they do not have the same opportunities as middle-class 

Canadians. 

Despite social concems, some participants caution that every socid behavior is not a 

consequence of specific cultural environment. Teachers explained that some people tend to 

find raciaI conflicts every time kids from different background have disagreernents. "..A 

soon us ~o kids &ht und th- are afdifferent c n b r  is a race probfern. We have kids 

fighting r v m  - .  cluv. the sume color ir oh?. but rhr ciiflerrnt color ... Ch! get the media! and 

the? srart rolling ...." From a social perspective, it is sometimes difficult to unravel which 

elements pertain to cultural issues and which of them respond to  other interests. 

Although participants held different positions related to this issue, 1 realized that 

feelings of frustration and isolation were always present. Participants expressed that 



somctimes i t  was really difficult to involve al1 the teachers in this kind of reflectim and  

change. S o m e  participants argued that most o f  the  schools are not working with these 

issues. They also explained that their vision of  education and society changed because of  

some University courses they were taking. 

This perspective reflects the complexity of our society, the hidden interests laying 

behind some poli tical wills. and the negative consequences for society as a whole. Teachers 

not oniy resented lack of participation in developing a rnulticultural c u ~ c u l u m .  but they also 

believed that rnany social issues are represented by poorly designed policies. 

Incl usive Perspective 

O n e  participant expressed that "...the understanding uf inclusion inciucirs ull 

phuses of culrure and it has to cornefrom here. fiom inside ...." Multiculturalim should 

include "... any group fiom differenr cultures, anybo~v  outside of Nnrth h r i c c r  well us 

the minoriries within ;Vnrth Arnericu ... rvety gmup th& is diperen~ in some aspe CI...." 

Not all participants came to the interviews with this particular vision of inclusion. 

O n e  participant expressed this point of view "...vyou say mufticultural edrtcation now. ir 

muy mean something diflerent to me but it wouldn't huve meunt gencler issues like the 

culture of heing a wrnun; it woufdn't occur to me. Ir would include ethnicity a d  m u ~ b e  

religion und lunguuge muybe. but it wouid not appfy to a deaf cufture ... or a lot of the 

many cultures that e-risr...." Recognition o f  the inclusion of cultures in the broad sense of 

the term made an impact in the conceptualization and understanding of the concept. 

Participants expressed that if you reduce Multiculturalism only to ethnicity you "...excluCie 

peopfe  ..." although it is  "...an attempt not to ...." On the contrary, if you take 



MulticuIturalism as a broad concept everybody would find a place in it. 

1 consider that one of the benefits of the group interview was the possibility of 

interchange and communication amonp its members. 1 would describe the dynamics of the 

groups as  a process of thinking together. This process has been supported in both. 

undergraduate and Graduate Education courses at Mount Saint Vincent University and was 

enhanced by the interest of the participants in the issue. As a result. groups changed 

opinions and clarified personal ideas during the meetings. From the beginninp. some 

participants held a broad perspective about Multiculturalism. Othen worked out different 

perceptions dunng the process. 1 believe that including diverse cultures allowed people to 

feel that Multiculturalism is something that is happening to everybody and not only to 

specific groups. Also. it helped h e m  to undentand the struggles and difficulties that other 

people go  through. One participant expressed the following thoughts ".../or e-rumpfr 

disubili~ies.-.when y u  are in (1 culture where -ou are murginured..ynu h n ' t  recognix 

the barriers thür are presenr unril you ure in a diflerenr culrure...You recognice rhr 

bumiers when yourre in unorher ~.ulrure or k ing  different or whutever ..." 

Thinking of inclusion from a multicultural perspective motivated participants to 

reflect on the meaning of culture. and also to discuss the acceptance of and openness to 

different cultures. How can anybody understand other cultures when that person does not 

belong to them? Do schools have to accommodate to every culture? Do teachers have to 

hold other cultures' values if they are to be open to those cultures? Many questions have 

arisen from these issues. 

Different aspects of culture were analysed. First, culture was understood as a 

process of people doing something together ".. .evep institution h a  a culture, the schoof 



h u  u culrure. rhe clu.ssroom hus u culture. the Universin, bus cl culture, sc-ho01 ed~tccirinn 

itsrff h u  u cuirtire ... Il h u ~  to he u culture for the S C - ~ O O I  or u culture for rhe clus.srnom 

rhur perruins tn evr-n ne...." [n this sense every classrmm situation should develop an  

original type of culture where each member can find a place. 

Another characteristic of the inclusive perspective is the notion that cultures are 

dynamic rather than static. "... culrures are progressive in same ways ... r w n  Arnrrican 

culrure. Canadian crtlture. Whut wus accrprable fifiu F e m  ago il's nut UC-cepruhie tociuy 

und it's a resulr of u progression ..." The evolution of a culture is a process not always 

recognized in its real dimension. 1 befieve chat sometimes we miss aspects of Our culture 

because we have not realized its changes. Participants stated that although we come from 

one particular culture we d o  not know everything about our culture. It is open to u s  to 

constantly learn more "..JO my. to look. to grow ...." 

It was pointed out that "...there cue a lot of things in cieuling with Multicuirurulisrn 

and ir dncsn't meün accrpting eve-rhing for every L-ulture ..." Sometimes there is a clash 

of values between cultures and "... rherr ure elmmtrs of rhis culture [ h a  wr C I L T ~ ~ Z  unci 

orher elemem thLLt WC. don't, jmt thtire C I T ~  ekrnents G o u r  culture th urr UCL-qtuble uncl 

other elements ofour culture fhat have to change ...." Limits and possibiIi ties of accepti ng 

another culture's values were important points of reflection in each focus group. For 

example, one participant shared his experience tutoring students from an ethnic minority 

group in New York. The participant referred that one student's parents advised him "...if 

o u  have a- prohlem with rny 6 0  - s m c k  hirn! uncl th- mean it! Th- were actually 

given me permition IO hir rheir children. That doesn't fit inro my culture or the culture o f  

rhr school. rhis kind of corporal punishrnenr. So, we cwt't suy we pull in e v e p  purr of 



mothrr culture becuuse it's m t  a l w q s  uccrprahle in a Iwgrr rphere ...' Participants 

argued that teachers have to  deal in their classrooms with different students' beliefs. 

experiences and perceptions of teaching and learning. It was not possible to get a general 

answer for this issue. "... You'vti gor o u r  culture and thur influences how you think ahouf 

things. So vyou  feel that u certain issue is wrong . I mean ynu are entifleci to thut feeling 

anci p u  shouldn't be judgrd for this ... Bur our sociery ciorsn'r look ar reuchers in t h t  wuy. 

rhev rhink they are robots. each h s  to perforrn acc-ording to specificutions ...." On the 

other hand, teachers have t o  understand that people "... hoid differem beiiefs ...." Perhaps i t  

is  impossible to  have a definitive answer for a process whose dynamic impedes uniform 

approaches. 

This perspective explains the dynamism of  the human society as a union of two 

processes: a process in which people are  creating culture and a process in which culture is 

shaping people's Iives. Awareness of  cultural issues and recognition of  personal inclusion 

in different cultures, would open possibilities for  dialogue among groups. Such an 

awareness would reflect thoughts. values and beliefs that belong t o  different groups at 

different points in time. 

GIobai Perspective 

To understand this perspective it is important to analyse what Global Ehcurion 

means to  participants. Although for  some educators Global Education and  Multicultural 

Education are related. different positions were presented by participants conceming this 

issue. 

Global Education was related to  a process that could "... bring chikiren fogether 



und show theim. help them. to urderstuncl thut they are d l  a grnup. dinerenr but unittd 

clmi r h a  t h e  share u lot ofthings. They shure the fuct thur thqv're childwn in rhe same 

clus,  in the sume wuy ..." Instead of looking for differences arnong children, connections 

and similarities are emphasized. Some students expressed the idea that kids are sometimes 

separated in different groups according to their backgrounds: a s  a result, children feel 

segregated and disconnected from each other. Students betieve that children must 

experience the uniqueness of k i n g  an individual, but at the same time. they must perceive 

the connection of being with others. In this sense. Global Education would imply 

understanding children beyond their cultural background. T o  think only in cultural ternis 

would restrain children's possibilities for learning and development. This vision impIies 

throwinp off al! the categories and Labels that we built around children and focusing on 

children living with others within a community. connected to other communities. Education 

then, would look for possible relationships that connect people to each other and to their 

envi ronmen t. "...The community becnmes an active part of the schnol. Thq1re (people 

fiom the cornmuniîy) gonna becorne teachers tno becaure they're gonna br exposeci IO 

these ideas. They're gonrtu be in the classrooms. helping teachers. daing rhings ... and 

their eyes are gonna be openrd .. " 

Three important issues were considered with regard to education. The first issue 

was to start with this approach at a very early age, in grade primary, "... chikiren nerd to 

u d r s t a n d  fhat they're connected to everybo4v in the classroom and thut there is not a 

hierarchy. there are nat people thar are better or chiidren thar are dvferenr or berter or 

worse .... " The second issue was to make the cIassrooms "...as inclusive as possibfe ..." 

using al 1 kinds of material, especiall y books that are ".. .comtructed to huild awureness und 



give to 'hildren meuningr ...." The third issue was to maintain. as a teacher. an attitude of 

learner le a eu chers are feurners us rnrrc-h us students ure. Tecrchers huve too much to gain 

/rom rhrir chilclren Ni their clusses. and jurt like the reuching. teclchers must hr 

chunging ..." It is important to point out that the participants did not try to exhaust a11 

possibilities related to Global Education during the meetings. They only expressed those 

issues that they considered as it related to Multicultural Education. 

Participants who adhered to Global Education had a definite position with regard to 

Multicultural Education. They stated that "...evepthing hus a timr. everything wtiars out. 

and rnuybe rn~dtic.ulturufism us u pnliqv hcls ourlived its rime, hecüusc il's cruring so 

man? problems ancl it's so eusy tn uttuck ..." For this reason they preferred to talk about 

Global Educati on "...rnulticulturalisrn is de uù... rnulticulrurulisrn Iimits us. Ir's mr gioha 1. 

Ir's more erhnic groups ... 1 feel more cornfortuble thinking globul(y und teaching 

global iy...." For them Global Education implies more than chips of reality or chips of 

cuitures, "... global composed the whok worid, we're ahk to think criricalI~ about the 

probletm. why thw've cuisen. when they 've wisrn .... " However, they stated that perhaps 

shortly the concept of Global Education could be misinterpreted as MulticulturaI Education 

is misinterpreted now. Because one of the purposes of this study was to analyse possible 

meanings of Multicultural Education. participants were concerned about semantic problems 

and different interpretations which could arise from the same concept. This issue was a 

constant focus of reflection and awareness. Students agreed that meaning and definition of 

terms change according to personal background and social circumstances. 

It is important to point out that for other participants, Global Education was a 

discipline or part of a subject, like social studies or geography. Although Goba1 Education 



was not the topic of discussion, consensus about this perspective could not be assumed. 

The major concem according to this vision is to create an education capable of 

breaking down bamers and capable of connecting children among themselves and with their 

community. This perspective seeks to correct the overemphasis on ethnic differences. 

Constructing a New Persrxctive 

Multicultural issues "... ure presenr hi& in evcir-v c-lusrroom, duil! in e v r c  

contmrcnin. und menho& is p u t  of if ...fi is likr cl buse ofour existence. the mulriphusercl 

people thur we ure und wc nred tu undersrund rhat ..." One participant stated that the 

purpose of education is to educate people "...so rhey can cope undfunction within rheir 

socie iy..." According to this line of thi nking. "...if the schools are nor preparing chikiren 

so rhev cunfincrion in u mulrkuitml society, thcn rhe rchnols cue fuiling in thrir jnh. The 

issue of ctvoiding or nnt avoiding rnulriculrurulism or if if shnuld be inclurlrd in rhr 

cumic-rtlu. is obvious ..." 

Multicultural Education was defined as a process of building understanding. 

Because it is considered a process, it does not have a unique and closed interpretation. Its 

meaning is a resuIt of the process itself. There are not specific goals to atternpt. onIy broad 

parameters in which every school would find a place. Those global parameters "...corcld he 

defineci and redefined by graups ..." It is not something that is done, Iike a document; it is 

something that teachers, students and communities are constmcting together. This dynamic 

allows for reflection, experimentation and accommodation to different cultural and 

community needs. T o  keep this process going. requires a personal and social "ret.oiutionn 



of values and beliefs. I t  implies the breaking down "old mde!lsn of relationships and the 

building of new ones. In this sense, it is a process of consciousness and social awareness. 

With regard to the parameters that would shape this vision of Multicultural 

Educatiun. participants pointed out some issues that musc be considered. The first issue 

implies a school curriculum where muIticuf tural and inclusive materials are 

"... woven ... bknded ... perrneuted ..." through every content and every subject. Also. 

participants strongly support a school open to the community. where parents and other 

members of the community participate actively within the systern creating cumcula. The 

second issue involves the search for and understanding of race relations and any kind of 

prejudices, not only from an individual perspective. but also from a social perspective. 

"... Racism is bred by ignorance! and fear, so rhr more we cun tecrch d o u t  other culrures 

the easier ir is IO break down ..." The third issue considers the influence of the power 

structure within society. Teachers and students need to understand hidden structures of 

power and domination because teachers "... need ro cmpower minoriries fo srand up for 

rhemselws unLi sa? - We will no? cnpr with rhis! ..." The fourth issue reflects on teachers' 

understandings about different cultures. Participants explained that "...ify ou &m'r helong 

to  u culture, if's very LIifl~uit to learn about the culture and fil- understund it ..." 

However. taking into account these limitations, it would be possible to be open and to 

recognize cultural differences. Participants talked about a philosophy of acceptance, as well 

as a recognition of their own culture and values as a possible way of understanding other 

cultures. The fifth issue points out that promoting critical thinking is one imporiant strategy 

for approaching muIticultura1ism within schools. Without critical reflection. education 

policies and practices are apt to fail. 

In summary, this New Perspective is based upon a process of awareness and 



consciousness. It is constructed with broad parameters to guide people involved in the 

process. This perspective represents the synthesis of personal expectations and experiences 

of the participants. and it is open to new refiection and understanding. 

Reflection on the Perspectives 

During the interviews. participants did not talk about those perspectives as clearly 

defined positions of Mutticultural Education. Opinions and meanings were developed 

within the discussion. Participants agreed on some ideas and disagreed on others. The 

group dynamic allowed participants to reflect upon issues from different points of view. 

Because it is very difficult to divide contents or artificially limit people's thoughts. these 

perspectives have to be considered topther as showing dimensions of the same reality. 

Also. it is clear that. for some participants. the content of these perspectives had 

specific relationships. For example. they believed that Traditional and Social Action 

Perspectives were intimately related and represented two sides of the same coin. One was a 

consequence of the other. Sorne students reacted to the Traditional Perspective by rejecting 

it and adopting the Global Perspective as a substitute. They explained their understanding 

of Global Education as opposite to the traditional meaning of multiculturalism. The New 

Perspective has an open-ended critena. It was explained by participants that this new 

process is continuously defined and redefined according to groups, communities and social 

structure. Therefore, it allows different interpretations and the possibility of diversity. 

The Perspectives described in this analysis do not exhaust the issue. Obviously. 1 

could not transmit every thought or idea, but 1 think participants could recognize their voices 

and opinions in this analysis. Participants not on1 y discussed di fferent perceptions of 



Multicultural Education, but also shared some issues and concerns about the concept. 

Issues and Concerns 

Dunng the discussion, two issues were emphasized as important points of reflection 

toward the new approaches of Multicultural Education: the need for philosophical 

understanding and the notion of teaching as a leaming process. Participants strongly 

supported those ideas to be consistent with the constructive changes of the current education 

system. 

Philoso~hical Understanding 

Participants agreed that teachen' values and beliefs play an essential role with regard 

to multicultural issues. Teachers need "...sornr e.cpiorution of persona1 rrderstading of 

their own rnulticulturul hrliefs und philosophy. Muybe. (the? have to be) more open und 

uccrpring, so rhar d l  c h i l h n  cun Jnd rhrir wuy in. in thut purriculur clrssroom. 

Participants expressed that practice always reflects a theory "... rrgurdkss of w h t  

teuchrrs do..." But, some issues have to be discussed "...whut do reachers believe? ... whu 

do teüchers teuch in some specific way? ... whrn teclchers do somerhing in rhrir 

clussrooms. what rhur is s q i n g  by the way the? teuch? ..." Teachers stated that the 

education system does not give them time to reflect, "...IO look ar rhrir beliefs and 

unrlrrstanding ..." They suggested that teachers "...have to huve the opportuniiy to work 

togrther and tulk about things ... To find our whar their beliefs are and be open to orher 



u l r t . r ~ i v r s  ..." It would be a process of awareness and empowement  where teachers 

could decide and be responsible for their choices. "...Teackrs can'r alwuys assume the 

SC-hools are gonnu huve policies in place tu dru[ with racist issues and thnse kinci of 

things. As a ttwcher. in my minci, I huve to Save these issues for myselfin rerms of what is 

gonnu be appropriute in rny classroorn. what if is nor, and tuke the necessuq s t q s  ..." 

Also. one student stated that teachers "...have to be r d i y  ciear und expose unLi expluin 

thrir motives ro whoevrr is gonna ask, or whoever is gonna challenge ... Th- have ro br 

able to rrally e.rpiicir(v exphin why are the? doing sornething ..." This  perception of 

teachers practice impiies not onty a change in teachers' background but also an education 

system willing to prepare teachers as autonomous professionals. Teachers' rotes and 

participation in the education process were a constant point of discussion during the 

meetings. Expenenced teachers stated that "...teuhers have never been allowed ro kve!  u 

voice in a Int of w q s  bec-uuse people jusr csarne in andsaid 'Lia this' ..." They pointed out 

that they were not taught to ask questions, to decide for themselves about some issues and 

to  reflect on their own practice. In  this sense. it was not only their vision about 

multiculturalism that they discussed. but also their own philosophical perspective about 

teaching and learning. 

Participants believed that the present education system is not "...preparing reuchers 

ro cope with mufticultural issues ..." because it is impossible to "...impose a curricular 

conteru of Muitiçultural Education. It cloesn'r hoid any warer. Teachers huve ro believe 

that the way the? approach leumers is a good wuy and that involves a philosophicd 

unders~anding . . .. " 

In this context. Multicultural Education is "...a philosophy ... afiarnework rhar 



truchers use. a contcxt thar they use for rruching whutevrr t h e  reuch ..." From a 

philosophical perspective, it implies "...IO he afwa-vs awarr of persorzul artitudrs ..." and to 

reflect critically upon personal values. beliefs and practices. 

Participants believed that critical inquiry and philosophical understanding are critical 

processes toward the success of Multicultural Education. These processes would allow 

teachers reflect upon limitations of some traditional approaches and also upon conflictive 

situations that might arise from adopting new approaches. If the new strategies are to be 

effective, they must be based on a souod rationale. Assumptions. values and beliefs of 

Multicultural Education must be consistent with valued ends or purposes. For that reason. 

phiiosophical reflection. inquiry and revision of the process and outcornes are constantly 

needed. 

Teachinp as a Leamino, - Process 

To explore the issue of teaching as a leaming process. 1 will repeat the conversation 

of two participants. 

- " .. . I corne from Africa but certainly I do not know everything about A f r m  cuhre.  Bur. 

ir's open to p u  to comrmriy leam. and to fearn more ... irls..i~'s that sort of rhing ... rhat 

you 're tying, you're gruwing, those kind of things ... 

- ... So, you said thar Jrom a teacher's point of view, thar's one of the mosi important 

characteristics ... o u  have ro be open to iearn ... 

- ... I think t h  the teacher who is nor a iearmr shouki not be in the classroorn ..." 

1 quoted this paragraph because it represents how strongly participants believe that 



teachers must be leamers not only in relation to the content they have to teach, but also in 

their relationship with their students. This issue makes an impact on the vision of 

Multicultud Education. 

One concem expressed by participants was the possibility of understanding every 

culture. How could a single teacher know values and beliefs of such a diverse cultural 

world? How could schools accommodate each minority group? Participants stated that 

"...we cun't change tn accommodate eve- kind of cuiture and sele. but u'e cun af leusr 

acknowfedge rht! value of their backgrounds a d  keep childrrn's self-estçirm intuct ..." The 

problem is hou. to build this kind of know ledge; that is, know iedge not possible to grasp 

except through academic readings. Participants explored different answers. Most of them 

agreed that teachers leam from every child they have in their classroom. ".-.Teachers are 

nater going to srop iearning because m e c  child th& cornes inro the cfass is differenifi.orn 

the orher one ... Teachers alwuvs have so much to gainfinm whar chifdren bring in trrms 

of their culture ...." One of the students stated that "... Teachers huve specific conrenrs they 

need to reach. The? have to help chifdrrn ro deveiop ideus and skills. also raise 

cmsciousness and ccwureness. But, ar the same t i m ,  kids have a lor of experirnces ro 

begin with. They wifl rhare rhese experiences, but teachers have ro be open ro whar 

children have to oger ...." Teachers understand the individual background of every child by 

listening to what children express about themselves. Instead of irnposing, teachers must 

explore children's answers, interests and expectations. T o  be open means to learn about 

c hildren through tbeir questions and experiences. Teac hers musc accornplish that discovery 

by guiding children to find their own answers and develop their own thinking. In this 

cootext, the relationshi p between teachers and students is based on reci procal in terchange 



and the persons involved are growing because of that communication. But. this situation 

"...doesn't hupprn ciil the timr, sornerimrr reuchcrs cun't chunge. rhey donf[ move ..." 

Sometimes, teachers get fined in their role. Teaching becomes an isolated activity and 

teachen do not have opportunities for discussion and reflection. Participants agreed that the 

education system does not help teachers in this matter. [nside schools teachers get trapped 

in administrative activities; they have to follow directions and do not have enough time for 

persona1 enrichment. Many times, personal expectations take teachers back to University. 

One Graduate Education student said that "...whut is so yrear ubour to k i n g  huck dr 

C'nîversi~ is ta haïe the tîme to reflecr ... rhrre clre i-onsrantly fhings rhut ure gning on und 

y u  Iwve ru think of where y u  s r a d .  Do you reully s r u n d  on rhis? You think of cl for of 

issues t h t  you nrver thought of before .... " To be a learner implies to question establ ished 

models and explore new answers, and in this sense Multicultural Education is a process, a 

process of awareness and understanding. 

This section of the analysis reflects upon participants' perceptions and concerns of 

Mul ticul tural Education. The next section addresses the five foreshadowed questions. 

Although the first one was broadly discussed through the perceptions, a brief summary of 

findings and concerns is reconsidered to give better understanding and coherence to this 

analysis. 

Analvsis of Foreshadowed Questions 

Question 1 : What are Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students' -perceptions 

of Multicul tural Education ? 



In the first section of this anaiysis. 1 explored Bachelor of Education and graduate 

students' perceptions of MulticulturaI Education bj- revealing cornpeting perspectives of the 

concept as well as major issues and concerns. Because 1 did not look for ready-made 

answers. the process of interpreting al1 the perceptions that were discussed in the meetings 

was a complex one. Also, the viewpoint of some participants changed during the 

conversation. For these participants, the focus Croup discussions were a transformative 

process. 1 sent a first draft of my analysis to each participant before further editing. looking 

for a consensus that my interpretation was a plausible and accurate account of our focus 

group discussions. 1 obtained feedback and revised my analysis according to their 

responses. Most of feedback addressed what was learned from engaging in the process. 

such as their awareness of others' perspectives. Some participants questioned some of the 

language used and the meaning of certain words. Issues related to teachers' possibilities for 

learning and reflection within the education system were also presented. None of the 

participants challenged the basic intepretive framework or the categorical themes developed 

to represent the data. 

With regard to participants' perceptions of Multicultural Education. 1 identified f ive 

perspectives: Tradi tional Perspective. Inclusive Perspective. Social Action Perspective, 

Global Perspective and New Perspective. These perspectives describe the possible 

meanings that the concept can acquire according to participants' vision of Multicultural 

Education. They must be considered together as different reflective views of the same 

reality. 1 also pointed out some issues and concerns that emerged from the focus group 

discussion. Participants agreed about the need for philosophical inquiry in relation to 

issues associated with Multicultural Education. Further, they strongly supported the idea 



that every teacher must feel involved in a personal process of learning and growth. 

Question 2: How broadly or incIusively d o  Bachelor and Graduate Education students 

define Multicultural Education ? 

This was an important question to raise because not all participants came to the 

interview with the same perception about the inclusiveness of the concept. Participants 

agreed that the most widely adopted perception of multiculturalism addressed ethnicit);, race 

and religion. This perception is reiated to the first conceptualization of the term. [t has its 

mots in the 70's, when the government stated that Canada was bilingual but at the sarne time 

a multicultural country. giving support to ethnic minority cultures. This  understanding of 

the concept devetoped specific approaches within the education system. However. during 

the discussion it was unanimously accepted tbat Multicultural Education should include al1 

cultures that in some aspects are differeot from the mainstream culture. It was also 

unanimously accepted that mainstream culture is represented by white male middle-class 

Canadian society. 

Through a process of reflection and confrontation of competing perceptions. 

participants defined culture and its relation to education. Culture was considered as a 

dynamic process and rnulticulturalism was understood as a reaiity inherent to every society. 

Participants believed that sometimes the current education system perpetuates white middle- 

class values and minority groups have limited or restricted possibilities for success. Many 

examples were presented showing how difficult it is for some g o u p s  to find their own place 

within schools. These examples were taken from different cultural groups, Iike gender. 



sexual orientation, religion, physical disabilities, race and also academic abilities. For 

example. one teacher referred of a program called "circle of friends" focused on the 

integration of teenagers with disabilities into their peer gmup. Another student shared her 

experience teaching about sexual orientation and the responses which arose in the school 

community. Also. examples explaining bow different schools work out some issues and 

how some pedagogical methods are re-exarnined. were discussed by Bachelor of Education 

and Graduate Education students. The  inclusion of diverse groups in the definition of the 

concept *as a consistent feature across the focus group discussions. 

From my point of view. it is impossible to deny the importance that ethnie groups 

have acquired in their search for freedom. recognition and equality. However, the inclusion 

of al1 kinds of cultures allows people to identify themselves with one or more groups and 

understand what rnutticulturalisrn means from their own experience. In other words, 

discussing a more inclusive definition of the concept encouraged al1 participants, both 

Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students. to identify personally and 

professionally with Multicultural Education and to refiect on the impact of the concept in 

their own Iives. Instead of viewi ng issues and coocems as "someone else's problem," an 

inclusive perspective of Multicultural Education encourages educators to view these issues 

and concerns as "their own." Through acknowledgement of their own cultural diversity. this 

perspective encourages educators to develop empathic understanding of others who are also 

culturally diverse. 

Question 3: What do Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students perceive as  

representative practice in Multicultural Education? What d o   the^ wrceive as a ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t e  

practice in Multicultural Education? 



Wi th regard to representative practice. participants argued that schools are currentl y 

reexamining and changing their approaches to MuIticultural Education. It is not possible 

therefore. to generalize one practice as representative of every school or every teacher. 

However. the most wide spread vision of mu1 ticulniralism implies a specific set of practices. 

Students explained that commonly Multicultural Education is a program or unit that 

teachers add to their cumcula. Thus, Multicultural Education is reduced to a limited time of 

the year when one particular ethnic group is the focus of attention, like Black History month 

or MicMac month. Sometimes, Muiticultural Education depends on the students' ethnic 

backgrounds within particular classrooms. For example. if there are students from different 

countries, the teacher would introduce material showing aspects of the traditional culture of 

those students. Participants considered this practice as a reduced understanding of 

Multicultural Ed ucation. The y objected that many times, these practices separate students 

according to their ethnic background. Also, to "highlightn a specific rninority g o u p  during 

a short period of time does not address all tbe issues associated with participants' 

perceptions of Multicultural Education. 

Participants expressed that there are schools in which strategies are totally different. 

Some schools are open to the community and in their teaching they recognize the diversity 

of each student's culture. Teachers use inclusive materials. a whole language approach, and 

a philosophy of "inclusivenessw. Sometimes, schools have specific departments to take care 

of multicultural issues. like race relations. human awareness, gender issues and so on. 

However. participants noted that, unless the school has a specific policy, Multicultural 

Education depends on the understanding of individual teachers. 

# 

It is difficult to categonze what participants understand as "appropnate" practice 



because a wide range of  suggestions and possibilities about practice were revealed during 

the discussion. Nevertheless, participants agreed that some general guidelines should be 

taken into account. 

- From a teachers' perspective. appropriate Multicultural Education practice implies 

openness to diversity and cultural sensitivity. Heightening consciousness of multiculturat 

issues was viewed a s  the teacher's responsibility. Consciousness does not mean simple 

information of  different cultures; it involves awareness of persona1 perceptions and self- 

reflection about values, beliefs and notions of culture. 

- From a schools' perspective. appropriate Multiculturai Education practice means a school 

open to the comrnunity where multiculturalism is present in everyday situations. Inclusive 

material and multicultural issues would be woven through the cumcuIa throughout the year. 

The cumcula should be respoasive to comrnunity and cultural needs. 

Participants emphasized different issues as  relevant to Multicultural Education 

practice. 1 identified five strategies implied by participants. Not al1 participants discussed 

appropriate practice in an integrated way. Many gave isolated examples of famiIiar practices 

within the context of  the discussion. However, some believed that strategies need to be 

implemented with a cwrdinated approach. 

Fi t  Stxategy. The cunicula are problem-focused. process-oriented and based on 

important multicultural issues. Al1 cumculum content would involve multicultural 

perspectives using inclusive material in al1 of the subjects. Even subjects Iike math o r  

science would contain examples and ideas of different cultures. Culture is not only 

considered from a traditional point of view, but also as a process of understanding 

comrnunities and minori ty groups. 



Second Strategy. Before focusing exclusively on individual differences. teachen 

must establish positive relations among al1 children in the class. Leaming expenences are 

created to enhance communication. Situations that encourage mutual and group 

understanding are considered primary. One goal of Multicultural Education is to create a 

community within the classrmm where children experience a shared reality and respect for 

diversity. 

Third Strategy. Teachers must embrace and reflect on personal values and beliefs 

if MuIticultural Education is to be successfully implemented within schools. Teachers' 

education becomes essential because only through teachers' understanding of major issues 

and their implications is it possible to make changes in the education system. Critical 

reflection is best accomplished when a comrnunity of inquirers is created 6 t h  other teachers 

rather than reI ying solel y on self-reflection. 

Fourth Strategy. Multicultural Education requires social awareness and 

consciousness of power structures within society. One of the goals is to promote critical 

thinking. To include multiculturai issues in schools impIies reflection on values. beliefs and 

knowledge prevailing in the society and school system. It means evaiuation of the dominant 

culture and its relation with minority cultures. Obviously. analysis of racial relations. 

prejudices and cultural stereotypes needs to be included. 

Fifth Stirategy. When Multicultural Education is viewed as a process that is both 

responsive and open-ended, practice is shaped by the relationship between the schml and 

the comrnunity. Teachers and administrators must be prepared to work with the diversity 

presented in their comrnunity. Each school could emphasize different aspects according to 

community needs and every schml could learn throuph the experience of other schods. 



Teacher education could sewe as a forum for educators from different schools to meet and 

exchange ideas. 

Ouest ion 4 Are there commonalities and differences between Bachelor of Education and 

Graduate Education students' mrceptions of Multicultural Education and its practice? 

1 find it very difficult to point out specific differences or commonalities between 

Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students. I beiieve that more than 

professional experiences. the differences were based on individual backgrounds and also on 

the specific dynamic of each focus group. 

Obviously. Graduate Education students because of their experience in schools. 

brought to the discussion many examples and strategies already implemented in their 

schools. They shared information about methods. pdicies and pedagogical activities. Their 

conversation was rnostly illustrated by teaching experiences. For example, one graduate 

student referred to an incident "..J want tn shure one litrle thing. I starrrd the iust year to 

point out lirtle thingr in rrxtbookr and commerr-iuls about sexism and we talked about 

rnles of males unù fernales. Then. it was neur ta the enLi of the yeur and I hczdn'r redly 

hner an oflciul Zesson on ir. But. we were reading u poem about a chilcl who grows up ... 

Of course it w u  a boy. he docs this, he does thar, and some girl stoocl rrp und she suid 

This is sexist! Not ail rhe childmn are boys!' Ir jus? gave me a little tiny glimpse rhar 

m q b e .  rnaybe. some of the things we tulked about. Iike questioning und snme orhrr 

rhings, were really un&rstood ..., ' 

Bachelor of Education students also shared experiences. Some of them worked in 



schools, as a substitute teacher or art teacher, but their conversations were mainly based on 

Iife experiences. They held high expectations about their future work and strongly 

supported their thoughts and beliefs. As one Bachelor of Education student expressed it 

"...I think thar it's rrallr. importun[ fhut teuching is un open door uc-tivity. Thur's m 

personal perspective. I don? know how e a y  if wilf be. hnw ir sou& in the school. but / 

hope rhar mv door wil( he open and I will feel cornfortuble with people coming und 

going ...." 

Although it would be possible to consider the issue of teaching experience as a 

difference between the two groups. my question %as focused on  differences related to 

perceptions about Mul ticul tural Education. In that sense. each group. according to 

participants' backgrounds. shaped its own understanding about MuIticuItural Education. In  

other words. taking different connotations, al1 the groups discussed some of the issues 

shared in this analysis. But, according to the expenences and personal interests of 

participants, each focus group developed its own way of approaching the topic. Issues took 

different charactenstics according to the expectations of the people involved. For exampie. 

in one of the meetings one focus group analysed in-depth the political connotations of 

Multicultural Education. Another focus group based its discussion on the Gtobal issues of 

Multicultural Education. Whether composed of, Bachelor of Education or  Graduate 

Education students. al1 the focus proups shared some of the ideas descnbed in the 

perspectives. In this sense, 1 would define each focus group as  a unit in itself, . 

Some students pointed out that the readings and content of some courses made an 

impact on their understanding of Mutticultural Education. Besides, participants considered 

the focus group discussion a process of learning. In other words, taking part in the focus 



groups was considered to be an educational experience. 

Possibly. the fact that al1 participants were students of  the same University gave to 

this study specific characteristics. First, students were prepared to discuss opinions in a 

group situation. Second, they had information about the issue through readings and the 

content of courses they took. Finally, they were in a process of Iearning. They had 

questions and they were exploring answers. 

Graduate students stated that it has been very important for them to corne back to the 

University because they could reflect on their own practice from different perspectives. 

They pointed out that teachers must maintain a learning attitude in their profession. The 

University gave them tirne for reflection that is seldom available in the context of teaching 

with its hectic pace. Attending University classes also created an opportunity of sharing 

experiences and opinions. 

Question 5: To what elrtent will students' ~ e r c e ~ t i o n s  and meaninos of Multicultural 

Education and their notions of representative and appropriate practice be revealed through 

an interactive focus grouv discussion ? 

According to the data obtained and participants' feedback, the focus group was an 

appropriate method for this study. Group discussions allowed participants to express their 

opinions and reflect about the implications of MuIticulturaI Education from different 

perspectives. As 1 expressed previously, each focus group adopted a unique approach to the 

topic. The participants' vaned background and the group dynamics established special 

characteristics for  the discussion. 



Participants agreed that group discussion ailowed them to reflect on issues they had 

not thought about before and to view familiar issues with greater depth and insight. They 

were enriched through the process of sharing and confronting ideas with other students. 

I would descnbe the focus groups' discussions as uninhibited and spontaneous. 

They felt free to express their emotions and also to explore the basis of these emotions. 

Participants did not avoid controversial issues; on the contrary, they took them as points of 

reflection sharing a wide range of perceptions. concerns. and personal experiences. Several 

issues promoted specific reactions from participants according to their background and 

experiences. For exampie, in oae focus p u p ,  some participants stated that teachers have to 

celebrate the differences students bring to the classroom. Another participant argued that 

instead to look for differences teachers have to enhance what children have in common. In 

another focus group, not d l  participants agreed with the meaning or  appropriateness of 

different social revolutions. Opinions and experiences were shared by panicipants; this 

interchange opened new channels of reflection and communication. 

Some participants changed their perceptions of Multicultural Education dunng the 

process. Their ideas shaped the discussion but a t  the same time, their viewpoints were 

transformed by the discussion and by considering the views of others. In other words. 

participants brought ideas and insights to the focus group discussions but through dialogue 

and reflection with others they generated new ways of thinking. Together, they created new 

knowledge about the concept and its implications for practice. 

This was a transformative process, and 1 would conciude that the ideas shared were 

authentic and that any changes which occurred were a natural outcome of the process. 

During the follow-up interview, one participant s h e d  her experience with me. After the 



focus group meetings. she attended a debate in her town about multiculturalism and human 

rights. The lecture focused on racism and prejudism. Some who attended the meeting 

agreed that they did not have to deal with issues related to racism and prejudism because 

there was no African-American community in their town. She explained to community 

mernbers that multiculturalism involved other issues, such as poverty, gender discrimination. 

and so on. She noted that the research process let her to understand multiculturaIism as a 

process in which everybody is involved. It is in this sense. that I have considered this study 

as a transfomative process for al1 participants. 



DISCUSSION 

Refiection on the Research Process 

Similar to many other newcomers, the first contact I had with the concept of 

Multicultural Education was in Canada. As a newcomer and also as an educator, this topic 

acquired special interest for me. 

My fint approach was to understand, from an ethnic point of view, the relationship 

between a dominant culture and minority cultures. I discovered how a cultural clash of 

values and beliefs could influence children's academic achievement. Different questions 

arose during this process: What does culture mean? What is the relation between culture 

and schooling? What are the struggles and conflicts between dominant and minority 

groups? The nature of this inquiry stimulated questions that challenged my understanding 

of myself and at the same time, my understanding of others. This process of questioning 

was supported by the view of Comett, (1995): *... it seems that good inquiry is a reflective 

process wherein al1 questions, assumptions, methods, and relations are considered grist for 

the deliberative mil1 of the researcber. Doubt and uncertainty are the fuel that drives the 

research ..." (p. 123). 

My understanding of Multicultural Education continued to change a s  I explored 

readings, raised questions, completed assignrnents, joined class discussions, and shared with 

others. 1 realized that a speciflc structure of values and beliefs define each culture and give 

meaning to its mernbers. The people involved are not always conscious of these particular 

sets of values and beIiefs. Also, 1 reflected about the importance of economic and political 



structures in shaping and reproducing specific cultural meanings. such as the images 

supported by the media or more specificaliy. how the educational system promote and 

support primarily values associated with white middle class society . These reflections 

enhanced both my understanding of culture. and my interpretation of Multicultural 

Education. The controversy about the concept of Multicuftural Education and personal 

questions. doubts and concems. guided my fint steps in this research. 

As I became more involved in the process I discovered that multiple meanings were 

associated with this concept. Young (1987) pointed out that the vision of the world as 

"social1 y constructed and infinitely complex" involved different possi bili ties of analysis. 

The refore. researchers might develop different anal ytical schemes or conceptual models 

from the same reality. 

This was a qualitative study and 1 classified this project broadiy as irz~rrpreriuer 

sru& The purpose of this research was to understand education students' perceptions of 

Multicultural Education, knowing that this interpretation would be one among many other 

possibilities. The method of data coIlection was interactive focus groups. Participants were 

Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students at Mount Saint Vincent University. 

A pilot study was implernented with four participants to explore the effectiveness of the 

focus group in this kind of study, and also to gain experience as a focus group facilitator. 

The data gathered through the pilot study was included in the analysis. The Graduate 

Education students' focus group had five participants. Bachelor of Education students 

constituted two focus groups of three and two participants respectively. Each focus group 

met twice. The data gathered during the first meeting was submitted for discussion during 

the second focus group meeting. The feedback allowed participants to grasp a deeper 



undentanding of the issues involved. After the meetings. I sent a copy of my first draft of 

the analysis to each participant. Follow up interviews disclosed participants' opinions of my 

fint d d t  of the analysis and provided ideas for revising the analysis. 

As a qualitative researcher, 1 was actively involved in the study. Participants' 

backgrounds, group dynarnics. and relationships established among al1 rnembers shaped the 

interpretation of this study. Each focus group developed its own processes for 

understanding the concept. Groups discussed most of the issues described in the analysis. 

but each group emphasized different dimensions of the topic. 

Participants agreed that this study helped them reflect on Multiculturai Education 

issues. They developed a group process of exploration and an individual understanding of 

the concept, It is important to point out that participants shared from the beginning a 

genuine interest in this topic. They were looking for a place to discuss their own ideas, 

questions and uncertainties. During the focus group meetings, they found a space for open 

discussion in the Company of fellow educators who shared their interests and concerns. 

Alternate Perspectives of Multiculturai Education 

My major concern. having finished the focus groups, was to find an interpretive 

framework for the analysis. Knowing that "...( d)efinitions cannot completely capture the full 

meaning, value, and implications of the terminology ...,* (Smith, 1993, p. 2 1) 1 tried to reflect 

participants' perceptions by organizing their discussion in  five perspectives: Traditional 

Perspective, Social Action Perspective. lnciusive Perspecrive, Global Perspecrive and 

Cansfrucfing a New Perspective. Smith (19'93) explained that "...to have a perspective is to 



have a point of view on some object. I t  is characterized 'ùy intentionality. narrowness and 

limitation. and plurality ..." (p. 22). It is important to take into account these characteristics 

to understand that these perspectives are not closed definitions. They are reflections 

involving different points of view. Perhaps the best approach is to consider the perspectives 

together, taking compatible aspects of each in order to build a more comprehensible 

interpretatioa. 

The Trculitianal Perspective is based on govemment policies. These were focused 

on the acceptance and support of minority ethnic groups within Canada. In this context. 

Multicultural Education is viewed as a specific program that teachers might add to their 

school cumculum. Although the intent of this understanding of Multicultural Education 

was to integrate ethnic minorities into society, participants argued that sometimes it 

segregated groups according to race or ethnic background. 

The Social Action Perspective anal yzes the political influences hidden behind 

govemment polices. It also refiects on the power structure within society and its relation to 

the education system. The main issue is to create ways to ernpower rninority groups against 

al1 forms of oppression. Multicultural Education invoIves teaching critical thinking ski[ls 

and promoting social consciousness. 

The Inclusive Perspective considers that Multicultural Education includes in its 

definition every culture that differs in some way from mainstream culture. Every person 

belongs to different cultures at the same tirne. Culture is a dynamic process in which al1 

people involved are creating culture and at the same time, they are being shaped by the 

culture. 

The Global Perspective points out that one of the goals of MulticulturaI Education 



is to establish positive reiations arnong students in  the classroom. Rather than teaching 

about differences. the emphasis is on Iooking for connections beyond race, ethnic 

backgrounds, social class, gender and so on. 

The New Perspective understands Multicultural Education as a process of 

awareness and consciousness. Broad parameters would guide the process, but each school 

would find its own style. and immediate goals according to its needs. With regard to the 

parameters. five issues were identified: adoption of school curriculum based on multiculturai 

and inclusive material. understanding of race relations and any kind of prejudices. analysis 

of the power structures within society, teachers' reflection of theory and practice for 

Multicultural Education and promotion of processes of criticai thinking. 

These perspectives did not exhaust all the issues discussed by participants. They 

brought to the focus group their ideas, questions, insights and concerns. Also, through the 

in terchange wi th others. they generated new ways of thinking about Multicultural Education 

and alternate ideas for practice. 

Brief Reflection on Specific Findinos and Concerns 

Participants unanimousl y agreed about the need for phi Iosophical reflection in 

relation to issues associated with MuIticulturai Education. They stated that if new 

approaches are to be effective. these must be based on assumptions and insights generated 

by processes of philosophical inquiry. Participants stated the notion that teaching must be 

considered as a learning experience by every teacher. In this line of thinking, to be cuIturdly 

sensitive impties that teachers maintain a leamer attitude within their classroorns. These 



reflections would encourage educators to develop a real understanding of cultural diversity. 

Another important issue discussed by participants was related to practices of 

Multicultural Education. With regards to representative practice. participants argued that 

schools are currently in a process of change. For that reason. it was not possible to 

generalize one practice as representative of every school. They stated that within the 

education system could be found many approaches of Multicultural Education. Five 

strategies were identified as appropriate practices. Firsz Straregy The design of the school 

cumcula is problem-focused. process-oriented and based on important multicultural issues. 

Second Srruteg~ Teachers must generate positive relations among ail students in the class. 

One of the goals is to create a classroom community where mutual and group 

understanding is encouraged. Third Strategv: Teachers' understanding of the philosophical 

issues associated to Multiculniral Education becomes an essential process with regard to the 

effectiveness of this approach. Teachers' education acquires an important role in tbis 

approach. Fourrh Straregy: Social awareness and consciousness of power structures 

within the society are the main issues in this approach. Multicultural Education is based on 

critical pedagogy and the and ysis of the reiation between dominant and minori ty cultures. 

Fifih Strcuegy: Multicultural Education is considered a process shaped by the relationship 

between the school and the community. It is an open-ended process in which each school 

will establish its own goals according to the community needs and the broad parameters that 

would guide the process. 

It is important to point out that participants brought their opinions, insights and 

uncertainties to the focus groups, but many ideas expressed in this analysis were developed 

durinp the discussion. Participants did not avoid controversial issues. For example. in one 



focus group. not al1 participants agreed about the political and ethical implications involved 

in different social revolutions. Opinions and experiences were shared by participants. 

Changes in the perceptions occurred spontaneously because of the discussion. This 

interchange opened new channels of refiection and communication. The perspectives 

identified in this study are the interpretation of the data obtained from Bachelor of 

Education and Graduate Education students' focus groups. Both shared perceptions of. 

interests in and concerns about Multiculturd Education and its practice. The differences 

between Bachelor of Education and Graduate Education students could be found in their 

styles of presenting the data. Graduate Education students described examples and 

experiences from their everyday practice. Bachelor of Education students brought to the 

discussioos primary expectations of their future practice. Nevertheless, participants 

explored ideas and possible meanings of Multicultural Education according to their 

background, experience and the group dynamic. 

The Inclusiveness of MulticuIturaI Education 

Different insights emerged from this study about the meaning of Multicultural 

Education. Not al1 participants began the meetings with the same idea about which social or 

cultural groups were addressed in the definition of Multicultural Education. Nevertheless. 

during the discussion. a consensus was reached that the term m u t  include every cultural 

group that in sorne aspect differed from the mainstream culture. Sleeter (1991) stated that 

"...al1 people are members simultaneously of at Ieast one racial group , ethnic proup. 

language community, gender group. social-class group, and other groups based on age. 



religion and so forth. T o  address on1 y one f o m  of diversity forces many people artificiall y 

to  separate out other loyalties and interests ..." (p. 18). This  vision. expressed in the 

[nclusive Perspective, avoids rigid limits presented by ethnic or  racial parameters. It 

explains the complexity of human identity. It represents also a possibility of understanding 

cultural diversity. If Multicultural Education is  reduced to racial or  ethnic minority groups, 

its imptications would belong only to  those specific groups. If each person is able t o  

recognize his or her participation in different cultural groups, that person would also be 

capable of understanding the human necessity of cultural identity. Besides. that expenence 

wiH help him or  her recognize the importance and struggIes of other minority groups 

generating an empathetic understanding of others' needs. During the meetings, shared 

experiences of many approaches employed in their classrooms to counter discrimination 

and prej udices. 

The Inclusive Perspective tends to focus on these issues. Many interpretations were 

analysed by participants. but it is important t o  point out that each concept could hold 

different meanings and possible understandings. 

Global Education versus Multicultural Education. 

Global Education can be conceptualized in a number of different ways. Smith 

(1993) outlined five conceptions which are  defined in terms of values, purposes, 

assumptions and practices: Global Educarion as Business as h u a i  with Minimal 

Cornpliance ro Global Awareness. Global Educarion in the National Interest, Global 

Education as Individual Self-Developrnent in a Changing WorZd. Global Education as 



Human Relurions and Citirenship, Global Educ-utiûn as Social Reconstruction. and 

Construc-tivisr GlobaC Eriucarion. She argued t hat on1 y t h e  Constructi v ist GI obal 

Education "...is ethically defensible and educationally justifiable ..." (p. 22). This refiection 

shows that very often the term is used as if there were general consensus of its meaning 

when in practice there is not. Participants held differeot visions of the concept. Some of 

them considered that Global Education is an education capable of building a world 

community. In this sense. the uniqueness of each student in the cIass-which iocludes 

ethnicity. gender, sociai class and so on - will be integrated within the classroorn. the school 

and the community. Like the Inclusive Perspective, the emphasis was on recognizing e\ ery 

child as a whole. Each child builds his or her own understanding of the world based on 

many facts and experiences. Participants contrasted the Global Perspective to the 

Traditional Perspective of Multicultural Education stating tbat ethnicity is just one more 

dimension of the cultural background of each child. Jackson (lm referring to high 

school students. explained that "... there is sornething about their identity. about their famil y 

experiences. about who they are. about how they see thernselves in relation to the worid they 

Iive in. that they bring to the school and which affects the way in which they relate to the 

school ..." (p. 220). In this sense, it is possible to conclude that one's identity is a process of 

personal construction that is constantIy evolving. To define persons by only one aspect of 

their background would limit their possibilities of being. 

The Global Perspective identified in this study, as well as the New Perspective are 

focused on the relationship between schools and community. The Global Perspective 

considers that education must generate positive relationships connecting people to each 

other and to their environment. The community becomes an active part of the schml. The 



New Perspective understands Multicultural Education as a process which is rooted in the 

community. The dynarnic of this perception implies that Multicultural Education could 

develop appropriate goals to deal with the most diverse community needs. The focus of the 

Global Perspective is the devolopment of positive relationships among students in their 

classrmms and communities. The New Perspective, instead, is based on a process of 

awareness where each school could adopt specific strategies according to the characteristics 

of its community. 

People may fear t hat the trend toward the notion of inclusion. some versions of 

global education and analysis of community needs. may conceal the struggle that some 

groups are going through with regard to racism, sexism. classism and al1 kinds of 

prej udices. 

Multicultural Education versus Anti Racist Education 

There are oppressive social relations in many institutions. organizations and cultural 

practices. The Social Action Perspective and the New Perspective reflect upon these issues. 

Many times those oppressive relations are "...taken for granted ... These taken-for-pnted 

ways of organizing Our personal. public and political lives, are historically constructed, by 

human beings. They are powerful in shaping how we corne to live our lives, but they are not 

eternal and natural ..." (Dehli, lm. p. 236). Sometimes. people are not aware of this 

situation, and sometimes, people d o  not believe they can make changes. Therefore. the 

structure of the society is accepted as "eternal." It is in this place where the school system 

plays an important role because through its teaching it can develop awareness, or on the 

contrary, can perpetuate the stutus quo. Participants agreed that in order to build 



consciousness. Multicultural Education practice must inctude analysis of the power 

structure within the Society and promote processes of critical thinking. The oppression can 

take different foms but the question will be how to develop group consciousness on the 

part of the members in order to challenge that oppression. Participants stated that this 

process of awareness has already started in some schoois. Taking different connotations. 

participants described how issues like gender, race. disabilities, and poverty were treated in 

some classrooms. There are a great number of proprams. materials and books related to 

those issues and also different opinions and research. 

Like Multicu[tural Education and Global Education. anti-racist education has 

generated a lot of controversy. Possibly, persons have different perceptions concerning the 

definition of the concept. As Simon ( 1987)  stated '...the reason we can't use any of these 

terms neatly is because each of them is a site of struggle over their meaning ..." (p. 219). It 

is clear how difficult it is to understanding of these concepts. Participants did not talk 

specifically about anti-racist education. They included issues related to racism in different 

perspectives through opinions and examples. but, they considered ail kinds of prejudices in 

their discussion. However, it is possible to find in the literature a great number of articles 

referring to anti-racist education. Thomas ( 1987) stated that anii-racist education which 

incorporates different kinds of oppression like. class and gender oppression, is a more 

complete framework than multicultural curricula/education. From another perspective, 

Mansfield and Kehoe (1994) suggested that research findings showed that anti-racist 

education "... may produce negligible results or, in  some cases, unintended 

counterproductive outcornes in the classroom ..." (p. 425). They argued that Multicultural 

Education with positive anti-racist education matenai, "...should continue to be the 



educational means by which Canadians seek to accomplish intergroup understanding. 

harmony. opportunity. and equity ..." (p. 425). Participants considered that Multicultural 

Education is a process of awareness which includes consciousness of dl kind o f  prejudices. 

They stated that each school has to  work on those aspects that are directly connected with 

the community in which they live. but also it has to  include in its cumcula  specific issues 

related to race, gender, class, and so on. Lane (1987) sugps ted  that *...we will not change 

the oppressive things that oppress al1 of us one way o r  another unless the oppressors are 

fully and rneaningfully engaged in the changing of  the attitudes of the oppressors ... because 

sexism and racisrn and adultism, and so forth, are fertilized and supported in meetings and 

in interactions that take place between the oppresson ..." (p. 151). This situation is not 

always considered and it points out why Multicultural Education must not be reduced to an 

education for minority groups. Also. it connects issues involved in the Inclusive Perspective 

and Social Action Perspective. 

Participants reflected not only on their perceptions of Multicultural Education but 

also on  its practice. For some perspectives o f  Multicultural Education. cumcu lum 

construction must becorne a creative pnxiess of âwareness and consciousness. 

Cumculum, Practice and Related Issues 

Several times, students talked about cumculum and inclusive material a s  an 

imporîant issue in Multicultural Education. Teachers explained that they have t o  review and 

analyse the school literature because of the cultural bias in some books. Some participants 



were concerned that the ready availability of some materials could risk the process of 

selection. They questioned the publishing industry. Lewis ( 1987) pointed out that the 

publishing industry i s  "...in the hands of those individuais whose ideoiogical perspective 

presents i t d f  as the standard or  n o m ,  not only d o  they wield a great deal of infiuence over 

what books d o  o r  d o  not get published but in fact over what books d o  or do not get 

written ..." (p. Z 10). Constant research and awareness is necessary to control this situation. 

This issue was present in each focus group. However, the way knowledge is constnicted in 

the school cumculum was not broadly discussed. 1 brought up this issue in discussion 

because its impiications make an impact not oniy on which kind of contents are taught in the 

schwl, but also on  how that knowledge is u n d e r s t d .  Banks (1991) sb ted  that "...(w)e 

should teach students that knowledge is a social constniction, that it reflects the perspectives, 

experiences, and the values of the people and cultures that construct it, and that it is dynamic, 

changing, and debated among knowledge creators and users ..." (p. 34). He suggested that a 

transfomative cumculum is  designed to empower students. "...Such a curriculum must 

teach students critical thinking sklls,  the ways in which knowledge is constnicted. the basic 

assumptions and values that undergird knowledge systems, and how to construct knowledge 

themselves ..." (Banks, 1991, p. 130). Students wili be participants in that construction, they 

will leam to deal with the fact that their voices are different from one another's and to reflect 

critically on the materials they read. In this process of constmcting knowledge they will 

build their own understanding about the past, present and future, and simultaneously, they 

will be creating culture, not simply receiving it. This  perception of creating culture is 

usually rnissing in the school and in the society. 

From the teachers' perspective, it is important to point out that most educators were 



taught in classrwms where "...the notion of a single n o m  of thought and experience ..." was 

considered universal. The notion of k i n g  within a process. is not always understood. 

"...As a consequence, many teachers are disturbed by the political implications of a 

Multicultural Education because they fear losing control in a classrmm where there is no 

one way to approach a subject- only multiple ways and multiple references ..." (hooks. 1994. 

p. 3536)- Although many teachers are aware of this reality, breaking down old modes of 

leaming and teaching is exhausting work. Educators do not have previous experience o r  

persona1 references which guide their teaching into a transfomative process. The New 

Perspective is based on this understanding about teaching. Participants were aware that the 

existing structure of the school system perpetuates passivity and acceptance. They pointed 

out that if they are to teach cntical thinking skills. teachen must start by changing their 

styles and becoming critical thinkers thernselves. hooks ( 1994) expressed this issue as 

follows: 

..Al1 of us  in the academy and in the culture as a whole are called to renew Our 

minds if we are to transform educational institutions -and society- so that the 

way we live, teach, and our work can refiect our joy in cultural diversity, Our 

passion for justice, and our love of freedom.., 

(hooks 1994, p. 34) 
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APPENDIX (A)  

Introduction 

Briefing about the purpose of the research 

Audiotape 

Confidentid i ty 

Anonymity 

1) What cornes to mind when I say "Multicultural Education"? 

2) What experiences do  you have in relation to Multicultural Education? 

3)In your expenence, which are the major issues and concerns currently associated with 

Multicultural Education? 

4) Do you perceive any advantages or  disadvantages of Multicultural Education ? 

5)What experiences are provided at  your schcml or University relative with Multicultural 

Education? What do  you think of these? 

6)If you could plan a Multicultural program. what sorts of experiences might you 

incorporate? Why? 

Closing interview : Thanks 

Next meeting 




